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ARRIVAL, by CHARLES WILKS; Dam ASPASIA by ALCANTARA.
DIED, JUNE 24, 1893.
and then and a gentle stroking with the a loose strap, then tighten it gently so a9 to
hand whenever you are near him, will soon let him kuow what you are wanting him to
gain his confidence, and in a day or two do- If he stops as though be was not go*
Much has been said and wnttea about
the colt and jou will be last friends
ing to be forced along give him a taste of
training an! educating colts, but horsemen
the sugar, and try the same thing over
Alawy Take Notice of Him.
are always wildng t) read anything new on
again. A few lessons will soon give him
the subject, and there are certainly some when you are with him. Give him a name
coufilence in you and he will lead like an
good suggestions in the following contribu and call him by it when you want him, and
old horse
You will have no trouble in
doa’c talk too much nonsense to him, tor if
tions t) the National Stockman :
leaving him tied in the stable any time you
Before undertaking the job of breaking you do be will not learn his lesson very
want to. As he will not be ready for his
a colt ask yourself the following ques'.uns : fist. After you think the colt and you are
thiid lesson for some time you can
•
Which has the most good common sense, well enough acquainted give him his sec
Repeat His First and Second
Be sure and have
the colt or yourself? Have you good con ond lesson, the halter.
trol of your mmper? Have you judgment a strong enough halter, for if anything lessons as often as you think best. You
breaks it this lesson he will try to make will also have an opportunity to study his
to handle a colt right?
If the colt has the advantage over you in things break in the future. Put the halt?r disposition, as the teaching you should give
the first, and you are lacking in the last on your left arm, let the strap trail on the him, should be in accordance with his dis«
two, you had better engage some man who ground or floor, have a lump of sugar in position. You can put the harness on him
19 capable of the work and who makes colt the left band, thus leaving yonr right hand before he is able to work, of course, and
training a specialty.
A colt should be free to fondle him as in the first lesson. when the time comes to break him he will
handled or trained from his infancy up to Give him a taste of sugar, then place your not be afraid of them.
Colts of the same
the time you give him into the trainer’s right hand on h s neck, Rub his neck and age differ so much in size that it is hard to
hand, or the time you uniertahe to train head, then let him smell the halter, he will say when the third lesson, viz : harnessing
him yourself. The first lesson is getting know then that it will not hurt him. If you and driving, should begin. Tj After we have
acquainted- Don’t be too fast in this les keep cool and don’t get him scared you him harnessed fasten a long rope to each
son or he might not be too favorably im* will have no trouble in getting him halter* trace-chain. Taking flrmjhold of each end
pressed with your behavior and give you a ed. When you get this accomplished show stand back out of reach of his heels. Give
him tue sugar. Call his name, then walk the ropes a long, steady puil, then rub
cool reception.
A lump of sugar or salt is a good letter away slowly. Be careful not to jerk the them up and down his legs.
He will soon
of introduction, for a taste of sugir now strap after he has followed ycu awhile with get so that he will not be afraid of his
TRAINING AND EDUCATING.

kicking.
When you think he has had
enough of this put on his bridle; you must
be very careful about the bit, for some*
times a colt behaves badly which would
not if the bit did not hurt him.
After you
have him bridled fasten long lines to the
bit, bringing them back through the rings
on the back, then take the lines and a whip
in the right hand and the ropes in the left.
He is then ready for his first word of cornu
mand, “getup.”
If he Will Not Start

strike him lightly with the whip, repeating
the word at the same time.
Keep at this
until he goes.
The next word will be “whoa.” If he
does not stop at this command stop him
with the lines, repeating the word. Give
him plenty of this exercise by driving him
in a circle, starting him with “get up,” and
stopping him with “whoa,” until you think
he understands what you want. Hitch him
up along with a steady horse to a wagon or*
sled.
If you understand his disposition
you will know if he will need to be coupled
back. Unless he ia very headstrong don’t
tie him back, as you can arrange the
checks so as to have complete control over
him. Don’t give him too long a drive at a
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time, but give them olten.
Always treat
him kindly. If he drives and behaves well
let him know that you are pleased with
him by giving him a treat or a caress. You
will soon find that your colt can be coaxed
easiei than he can be forced.
Always put
your colt in with a horse that is a fast walk
walker, one that will puli his share of the
load without being whipped and prodded

along.
STATE FAIR TROTTING ENTRIES-

Nothing like the subjoined list in the way
of genuine trotting entries, paid up and with
out conditions, was ever offered in Maine. Be
behold the great list cf the State Fair races at
Lewiston, Sept. 5, 6, 7 and 8;
Tuesday, Sept. 5th.
C.ass No. 1—lyear Pacing stakes.
Reginald, b g by Cromwood, J. H. Mathes
&Co. Eilot,
Mente Snow b f by Bayard Wilkes, George
W. Snow Lewision.
Meteor ch c by Gov. Morrill, O. S. Waite,
Canton Point.
Class No. 2—Trotting Foals 1892, 1 year.
Westfield br s by Wectland, E. E. Cross,
Portland.
Bennie b s by Westland E. C. Chute
Naples.
Tokouy b s by Tokay Joseph Corrett, Dex
ter.
Borroon bl s bv Norway Knox Charles F.
Ayers Portland.
Riveu Oak b s Messenger Wilkes B. F. & F.
H. Briggs Auburn.
Kiltie Wilkes b f by Wilkes T. G. Burleigh
Vassal ooro.
Daniel Wiikes ch s by Arrival Pine Tree
Stock Farm Gardiner.
Albert H. br s by Warener A. H. and W.
M. Shaw Bath.
Monet ch s by The S.-er. H. Wesley Hutch
ins Auburn
Linwood ch s by Maine Prince, Moulton &
Chaplin Cumberlaud,
Carrie Clark b t wby All-So J. S, Clark,
Calais.
Sunset R. b c by Warrener The Colt Farm,
Auburn.
Alric g s by Combination C. B. Wellington,
Albion.
Pansvbrfby Le Lawn W. G. Wheeler
South Pans.
No 3—2 27 Class.
Geo. H. by Harbinger J. C. Horne Water*
ville.
Jack Win an b g by Healdmont H. B.
Conor, Pittsfield.
Camille b m bv Harbinger A. R. Buck,
Orland.
Johnnie Wilkes b ”s by Wiikes W. F.
French, Nor ch Anson.
Ella Stanley b m by Redwood M. T. Pooler
& son, Skowhegan.
Mollie C. ch m by Young Dirigo F. W.
WestOD, Skowhegan.
Geo. Rolfe b s by Ascot Guy C. Edwards,
Fairfield.
Jennie Rolfe br m by Young Rolfe Charles
Dustin, Bangor.
Black Max bl s by Tom Patchen Jr, George
H. Brown, New Sharon.
Orville b s Mahlon Jordan, Cornish.
Lola br i by Rockefeller the Colt Farm,
Auburn.
Class 4—3.00 Pacers.
Elmer B. B. C. Norton, Belfast,
F Nettie G. b m by Glenarm M. W. 8ampson,
Norway.
Jessie Shaw b m by Cleveland A. H. ft^W.
M. Shaw, Bath.
All*So Jr. b s by All-So M. T. Pooler &
Son, Skowhegan.
Westland Jr. b s by Westland J. F. Barrett,
Deering.
Black Medium bl s by Mambrino Medium
E. C. Chute, Naples.
Carrie C. b m by Nelson R. D. Waite,
Fairfield.
Ned H. b g by Gen. Grant Guy C Edwards
Fairfield.
Alfred b g by Bayard Wilkes O. P. Drake,
Lewiston.
Jennie S. gm by Kennebec Boy Alton
Sawyer, Gardiner.
I Julia b m by McKenney Knox S. M. Tar
num, Lewiston Junction.
Morrill Wilkes br s by Messenger Wilkes,
Elliott Bros, Bowdoinham.
Cashier g s by Nelson Spaulding and In
graham. West Rockport.
Ned Rowlands b g Ira H. Woodbury, Port
land.
No. 5—3.CO Trotters.
Fannie Howell A. H. & W. M. Shaw, Bath.
May Gift bm bv Dictator Chief W. D.
Haley, South Gardiner.
Seer bucker b m by The Seer H. Wesley
Hutchins, Auburn,
Frank bl g by Edmand’s KnoxR.iD. Waite,
Fairfield.
St. Ives bs by Harbinger Guy C. Edwards,
Fairfield.
Cedric b s by Black Pilot Pine Tree Stock
Farm, Gardiner.
Prince Almont b s by Whalebone Knox,
Charles Dustin Bangor.
Narcus b f by Messenger Wilkes, The colt
Farm Auburn.*
Peter F. b s by Artemus Jr. W. A. Froth
ingham, South Paris.
Danville ch g by Black Pilot T Thayer,
South Paris.
Eidroa b m by Elsmere .Ralph Foster Cans
ton.
Dandy B br s by Norway Knox Ira H
W oodbury, Portland.
Flora F H Ramsdell, Deering,
Wednesday, Sept. 6,
No 6—Pacing Stakes. Faals 1891
Jason Tbs by Lothair Jr M H Salley

Charleston.
Westover b s by Col West J F Barrett
Deering.
Roy b s by Constellation William Bartlett,
South Newburgo.
Anita Turbit b f Bayard Wilkes The Colt
Farm, Auburn.
No 7—Trotting Stake Foals 1891.
Ozalluc ch m by Dictator Chief A H & W
M Shaw, Bath.
Slide ch g by The Seer H Wesley Hutchins,
Auburn.
Kriepabild br f by Warrener S R B Pin
gree, Auburo.
Johnny Reb b g by Rockefeller J W Bige
low, Livermore Centre.
St Patrick b s by Wilkes* T G Burleigh,
Vassalboro.
May Day bl rn f by Arrival, Pine Tree
Stock Farm Gardiner.
Fisher Boy str rn g by Arrival Pine Tree
Stock Farm. Gardiner.
Dexter K ch s by Maine Patriot| Patrick
Kane, Deering Center.
Royce b s by Warrener, the Colt Farm,
Auburn.
Touchstone g g by Combination, C. B Wel
lington, Albion.
Miss Edgemark b f by Edgemrk, F. R
Hayden, Cash Corner.
Fearnaught Prince, ch s by Maine Prince
Moulton & Chaplin,Cumberland.
No- 8—2.31 class.
Black Dan, blk g by Joe^Irving. Littlefield
&Gove, Auburn.
Combine, g m by Combination, M. T. Pooler
&Son, Skowhegan.
Harmoun, blk s by Watchmaker, A.R. Buck,
Oxland.
Rockefeller, br s by Electioneer, B. F. &.F.
H. Briggs, Auburn.
Lady Franklin, b m by Franklin, G R
Palmer, East Dover.
Calcalli b s by Rockefeller, The Colt Farm,
Auburn.
Currier, by McVeigh, Silver Lawn,Stables,
Waterville.
Capt Wedgewood, blk s by Wedgewood, T
Thayer, South Paris.
Winthrop Pilot br s by W D Ramsdell,
Deering.

No. 9—2.25 Class,
Hallie, ch m by Harbinger, H M Lowe,
Fairfield.
Grover Cleveland b g by Redwood, M T
Pooler & Son, Skowhegan.
Dr Franklin Jr, bl s by Dr Franklin, Mah
lon Jordan, Bath
Granieta br m by Rockefeller, B F & F H
Briggs, Auburn.
Bird, bl m by Starlight, H B Tozier, Gardi
ner,
Dolly H b m by Kennebec Knox, Ira H
Woodbury, Portland.
No. 10—2.40 Class.
Reuel R bl s by Winthrop Morrill, Little
field & Gove, Auburn.
Guywood, Mahlon Jordan, Cornish.
Slippery Tom bl s by Island Chief, A H &
W M Shaw, Bath.
Miss Vida, b m by Red Jacket, T F
Flaherty, Monmouth,
Actor, b g by Vassalboro Boy, E S Forrest,
Riverside.
Carl Redwood b g by {Redwood, M T Pool
er & Son, Skowhegan.
Tom Drew b s' by Dirigo, N W Weston,
Skowhegan.
IX L b s by Nelson, Hayes & Merrill,
Gardiner.
Greenwood b s by Greenfield, Charles
Wentworth, Clinton.
Jennie Rolfe br m by Young Rolfe, Charles
Dustin, Bangor,
Lucky Nelson, b s by Harbinger, Charles
Dustin, Bangor.
Daisy Coburn ch m by Detective Patchen,
J G Coburn, Carthage.
Dash, by Messenger Wilkes, J F Stanley,
Pans.
Wilder Patchen, bl s by Victor Patchen, O
P Farrington, Locke’s Mills,
Oakdale Dot, by F A Maxwell, Portland.
Johnosca b 8 by Rockefeller, J W Bigelow,
Livermore Center.
Beile Wilkes, Smith & Melcher, Andover.
CaTlotta, Silver Lawn Stables, Waterville.

Thursday, Sept. 7.
No. 11—Pacing Stakes, Foals 1890.
Byrl C br f E P Farrington, Locke’s Mills.
Jessie Shaw, b mfby Cleveland, A H & W
M SLaw, Bath.
Harmoun Jr, bl s by Harmoun, Chas Cheltra, Bath.
Camille, s f by Wilkes, E P Walker, Vinalhaven.
No. 12—Trotting Stakes, Foals 1890.
Riley b s by The Seer, E F Towne, Auburn.
Slippery Tom, bls by Island Chief, A H &
W M Shaw, Bath.
Daisy Knox b f by Norway Knox. Chas F
Avers, Portland.
Harvard-Boy b s by Prescott, Patrick Kane,
Deering Centre.
Norland Wilkes, b s by Messenger Wilkes,
J W Bigelow, Livermore CentreLeola br f by Rockefeller, The Colt Farm,
Auburn.
Dorcas Pratt b ., f by Stamboul, The Colt
Farm, Auburn.
Grenadier b g by Messenger Wilkes, B F
& F H Briggs, Auburn.
Farview b s by All-So, M T Pooler & Son,
ckowhegan.
r Nichols b s bv Victor Patchen, O P Far*
rington. Locke’s Mills.
J R Wood, ch s by Woodbino, W H Rich,
Berwick.
Milton C, b s by Constellation, C W Morse,
Bangor.
No, 13—2.27 class.
Cebolla b s by Stranger, E C Luques, Bid
deford.
Grover Cleveland, b g by Redwood, M T
Pooler & Son, Skowhegan,
Gene Briggs, br s by Messenger Wilkes, B
F & F H Briggs, Abuurn.
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Black Nathan, bl s kby Robinson D, A E
Russell, Buckfield.
Cunard, Jr, ch s by Cunard, Chas T Stack
pole, Gardiner.
No. 14—2,34 class.
Diana ch m by Harbinger, H B Connor,
Pittsfield.
Ansel W rn g by Harbinger, A R Buck,
Orland.
Carl Redwood, b g by Redwood,’M T Pool
er & Son, Skowhegan.
Sadie L, br m by Young Rolfe, B F & F H
Briggs, Auburn.
Jessie H, br m by Gladstone, H H Dreeser,
Portland.
Combination, g s by Hambletoman Knox,
C B Wellington, Albion,
’ Capt Wedgewood, b s by Wedgewood, T
Thayer, South Pans.
Ned Allen, ch g. Mahlon Jordan, Cornish.
Ben Franklin, br s by Dr Frankliji, W A
Bibber, Richmond.
No. 15—Pacing Stake Race.
Westbrook. bl rn sby Elmbrook, G R Ellis,
Belfast.
Errill by Aral, Charles Andrews, Auburn.
Garnet, by Lothair Jr, Stanwood & Fletch
er, Portland.
Nellie Hastings, by Ned Hastings, C L
Grant & Co, York.
Venture, ch s, by Cunard Jr, C E Stack*
pole, Gardiner.
,
Gould Boy, by Amber, F H Wiggin, Etna.
Edmund, b s by Nelson, A Webb, Water*
ville.
Henry "" ^nes, br s by Conn’s Harry
Wilkes, F R Hayden, Cash’s Corner.
Medium, bl s by Mambrino Medium,
E
te, Naples.
Gypsey M by Macbeth, William Gregg, An*
dover.
Evelyn, b m by Robinson D, R G Dunn,
Canton.
Friday, Sept. 8.
No. 16—Pacing Stakes, Foals 1889.
Rustic Maid, b f by Rustic Joe, A R Libby,
Hartland.
Weetland Jr, b s by Westland, J F Barrett,
Deering.
Nelsonee, b s by Nelson, W C Marshall,
Belfast.
Alfred, b g by Bayard Wilkes, C P Drake,
Lewiston.
Westbrook, blk rn s by .Elmbrook, G R
Ellis, Belfast.
No. 17—Trotting Stakes, Foals 1889.
Haley b s by Nelson, W D Haley, South
Gardiner.
Conrad, b s by Nelson, W R Chapman,
Bethel.
Princess Eboli b f by Don Carlos, G CjMoses, Batu.
Cay wood, ch s by Van Helmont, J B P
Wheelden, Bangor.
Dandv B br c by Norway Knox, Chas F
Ayers, Portland.
Berdan, b s by Action, Col. W G Morrill,
Pittsfield.
Johnosca b s by Rockefeller, J W Bigelow,
Livermore Centre.
Mattie Wilkes br f by Messenger Wilkes, H
Wesley Hutchins, Auburn.
Henry P b s by Wm M Rysdyk. Pine Tree
Stock Farm, Gardiner.
Eiling, b s by Viking. C B Wellington, Al»
bion.
Gertie B b f by Maine Prince, E C Chute,
Naples.
Belle Wilkes bl m Smith & Melcher, An
dover.
No. 18—2.50 Class.
Fannie Howell, A H and W M Shaw, Bath.
Johnnie Wilkes, d s by Wilkes, W F
French, Anson.
Harvard Boy b s by Prescott, P Kane,
Deering Center.
k
Ella Stanley, b m by Redwood, M T Pooler
& Son, Skowhegan.
Rolfe K bl g by Black Rolfe, Waterman &
Joi dan, Mechanic Falls.
St. Ives b s by Harbinger, G C Edwards,
Fairfield.
Belleville br s by Epaulette, Pine Tree
Stock Farm, Gardiner.
Prince Almont, by Whalebone Knox, Chas
Dustin, Bangor.
Brunhild, b g by Viking, G C Moses, Bath.
Danville ch g by Black Pilot, T Thayer,
South Paris.
Eldora b m by Elsmere, Ralph Foster, Can
ton.
Johnosca b s by Rockefeller, J WfcBigelow.
Livermore Center.
Norland Wilkes b s by Messenger Wilkes,
J W Bigelow, Livermore Center.
Naurcs b g by Messenger Wilkes, The Colt
Farm, Auburn.

No. 19-2.20 Class.
Mahlon b s by Alcantara, M T Pooler &
Son, Skowhegan.
Otis Shaw, b g by Don Carlos. G C Moses,
Bath.
Van Helmont, blk s by Harbinger, Tash &
Atwood, Fairfield.
Dr Franklin Jr, blk s by Dr Franklin, Mah
lon Jordan, Bath.
The Seer, b s by Gen Benton, H Wesley
Hutchins, Auburn.
Louis P b g by Pickering, G C Edwards,
Fairfield.
All-So br s by Blackwood, M T Pooler &
Son, Skowhegan.
Silver Street, b m by Nelson, Silver Lawn
Stables, Waterville.
This gives a grand total of 185 horses in the
nineteen races, and they represent entries,
not names.
THE MAINE

2-30

LIST

[V. .B.— We desire io make our2.30.\
list for 1893 as complete as possible
Correspondents and all others interested
will therefore confer a favor if they wil,
send us the names of all Maine bred horses

entering the list, that come under thevt
notice.
Glimmer, b m by Wilkes; dam Lady p
Crosby by Gideon, Saugus, June dT.a 1
1,
2.30
Lady Nelson, by Nelson, Fairfield,
June 14
2.29%
Myrtle, by Oxford Boy, Newport,
Vt., June 13
2...1
Little Chief, by Daniel Boone
2.21%
Maud Banks, by Dictator Chief,
dam Empress by Sterling, Hart
land, July 1
2,30
Silverbell, by Harbinger, dam Isabel
by Happy Medium
2.27,4
Cylex, by Nelson damTupsy by Carrabasset
2.264
Crete, by Dictator Chief, dam by
Daniel Lambert, White River
Junction, June 25
2.27%
Catherine H, by Judge Advocate
2.27%
Duster, by Cunard Jr. dam by Live
Oak, Mystic, Aug. 11
2.21%
Gipsy M. by Macbeth
2.28)
Ellsworth, by Dictator Chief, dam
by Gray Lan 2.31%, Laconia, N.
H., July 19
2.30
Yellow Ash, by Charles M., dam by
Bonney Knox
2.27%
Hortense (trotti. g 2.26%) by Judge
Advocate, dam by Rod Boy, Con
cord, N. H., Aug, 3
2,20%
Edmund, by Nelson, Old Orchard,
July 27
2.21
Grenadier, by Messenger Wilkes
dam by Redwood, Lewiston, Aug.
9
2.22
Helen S. by Locomotive, by Kitty B
2.35, by Hind’s Knox, Fairfield,
Aug. 5,
2.22%
Hilda, by Nelson, dam Elise by
Fearnaught Jr, Fairfield, Aug. 5, 2.22%
Hippona, by Gray Dan, dam by
Tempest, South Norrigewock,
Aug. 8,
2 29%
Kitty Waite, by Record’s Black
Hawk, dam s t bby Ethan Allen,
Lewiston, Aug. 9
2.26%
Blue John, by Young Rolfe, Lew
iston, Aug. 9,
2.30
Dan Berry, by Guarantee, dam by
son of Gen. Knox
2.29%
Juno Withers, by Gen. Withers Jr,
Bangor, Aug, 10,
2.27
Dora May, by Dictator Chief, dam
Dora M, by Youug Rolfe, Rigby
Park, Aug. 11
2.27%
Likewise, 1, by Gideon Chief, dam
by Daniel Boone
2,29%
Breodabm by Nelson 2 09, dam Elise
by Fearnaught Jr., 2.26, Rigby Park,
Aug. 12.
2,22%
Polly Nelson gr m by Nelson 2,09, Rigby
Park, Aug. 12
2.3C
Faith b m by Dictator Chief 2.21%, Rigby
Park, Aug. 12
2 22%
Guy C by Edmand’s Knox, Pitta
field, Aug, 25
2.27%
Currier, by McVeigh, Livermore
Falls, Aug, 23
2.29%
St. Ives, by Harbinger, Livermore
Falls, Aug. 23
Lazy Jim, by Lothair Jr., Fox
croft, Aug. 16
2.22)4
Mollie C. by Young Dirigo, dam by
Daniel Boone, Pittsfield, Aug, 26 2.22%
Broadway, by Robert Smith, Dex>
ter, Aug. 12
2,30
Junior, by Constellation, Milford,
Mass,, Aug. 10
2.29)4
Tom Knox by Telephone, Haverhill
Aug. 15
2.23%
Sadie L by Young Rolfe, dam
Gretchen, by Gideon, Livermore
Falls, Aug. 22
2 30
Records Reduced.

Hallie by Harbinger, dam by Monte
Christo, Augusta, Aug. 16, from 2.26% to
2.244.
Maud Elenah by Harry Knox, from 2.22
to 2.20%.
Belle Chase by Robinson D, Norway,
Aug. 17, from 2.27% to 2.26%.
Edmund by Nelson, Augusta, Aug, 16,
from 2.21 to 2.17%
Gene Briggs by Messenger Wilkes, Au
gusta, Aug 16, from 2.22 to 2.26%.
Nelson by Young Rolfe, Rigby Park,
Aug. 12, from 2.10 to 2.09.
Elgin, by Lothair, Jr., from 2,29% to
2.26%.
Scipio, by Redwood, dam Nell, by Cou
pon, Fryeburg, Aug. 26, from 2.30 to
2.26%.
Dan Berry, by Guarantee, Fryeburg,
Aug. 26, from 2 29% to 2.29%.
St. Lawrence from
2.27% to 2.23%
Fred Wilkes from
2.29% to 2.24
S. jT. Boy from
2.22 to 2.23%
Silver Street by Nelson from 2.25 to 2.23%
H. P. E., by General Garfield, Lewiston,
Aug. 9, from 2.29% to 2.25%.
Cephas by Cyril, from 2.25% to 2,12%.
Jennie J., by Daniel Boone, Saugus

TURF,
Aug 3, from 2.27% to 2.18%.
Schoolmarm, by Olympus, from 2.29% to1
2.20.
Iona S, by Albrino, 2.29% to 2 27%.
Col. Osgood by Wilkes, Old Or
chard, July 28. from 2.19% to 2.18%,
St. Croix, by Wilkes, dam Zulah, by.
Gideon, Fairfield, Aug. 4, from 2.28%
'
to 2.21%.
Patrol, bv Constellation, Mystic, Aug. 8,,
from 2.28% to 2.15%.
Black Nathan, blk s by Robinson D, dam
Ino by Morrill Drew, Lewiston, Aug. 9,
from 2 26% to 2.26%.

COLEBROOK, N. H.

C. A. Gerry has two good colts out of a
pacing mare. The two year old was sired
by John F. Phelps, Jr.
The yearling was
sired by W. L. Douglas.
J. B. Dunn has a gelding, Brown Na
than by Constellation, dam by Gen. Knox.
He is 16 hands high, nine years old and
weighs 1,000 pounds.
He won second
money at Colebrook and third at Hereford,
P. Q., being the only races that be bus
started in.
Walter Drew has Rex by Constellation,
dam by Gen. Knox.
He is a bay gelding
with black points, stands 15.2 and weighs
1,000.
He was bred by S. F. Haskell of
Auburn, Me.
Rex has a pure gait and
shows thorough breeding.
He will work
some for the fall races.
He is a perfect
lady's hors 5.
V. F. Day owns the stallion Albro that
we have mentioned several times in races.
He is a beautiful chestnut stallion seven
years old, stands 15.2 and weighs about
1,000 pounds.
E. A. Weymouth of Lan
caster, N. H., has him'this season.
Albro's registered number is 8452, sire Albrino 3052 by Almont;33, dam Lady Belle
by Gen. Knox, Jr. 8516.
Mr. Day gave
us a ride behind Albro D. son of Albro out
of Fanny Ryerson by Winthrop Morrill.
He is a very handsome cort, good gaited,
and we must say is threatened with speed,
for it was the fastest ridejlhat we ever en
joyed after a two year old.
Mr. Day sold
the dam Fanny Ryerson to George D. Field
of Auburn, Me., and after a few years
bought her back, and at the age of 18
reared Albro D. Mr. Day also has a span
of matched black maresITeight years old by
Leo Knox, out of Morgan mares. They
are good roadsters and^make a very stylish
team.
^GHSTRemick has’a chestnut mare Lady
Jordan by Leo Knox Jr., dam Knights
Morgan mare. She is a rood roader, show
ing 2.50, is the dam of Lady Eclair and has
four good colts in town.
J. B, Battles has Forrest Patchen 2.19%
by King Patehen.
He is a black gelding
15% hands and for sale.
A. C. Edwards has a three year old bay
colt by Eclair.
L. O. Hicks has a grey
gelding three years old by Golddust, by
Victor Von Bismarck, dam by Grey Eagle,
also a two year old filly by Young Prince,
by Dartmouth, by Volunteer, dam by Mors
gan Turk.
She is quite fast and will be
given some track work this fall.
Mr.
Hicks also has a three year old black geld
ing by Young Prince that has a good showy
gilt.
Ira A. Ramsay has a yearling filly by C.
S, P. by Dan Boone, she is very promising,
dam a six year old pacing mare by Eclair;
also a five year old brown mare by Oscar
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Wilde, by Daniel Boone.
She ha- trotted
a mile in three minutes in a road cart with
out training and is good any time for 12
miles an hour. This mare is for sale.
Henry Knapp has a three ypar old bay
mare by W- H. Allen Jr. by W. H. Allen
2 23, by Volunteer, dam Black Diamond
"by Leo Knox Jr.
She is a perfect ladj ’s
horse, afraid of nothing,
Mr. Knapp i’
giving her a little track work, speeding her
quarters in 42 to 43 seconds.
H. F. Jacobs has a five year old mare
Myrtie Peek by Albrino, by Almont, with
a colt at her side by Conrad, by Nt Ison
2 10. Gladys, a brown mare three years
old, standing 15-2, by Young Prince, by
Daitnouib, by Volunteer, dam by Beecher
horse. She has a fine gait and will make
a showing on the track. Las year she won
the two year old race at Colebrook and
second money at Coolkshire, P. Q. This
year she has been in two races and got
money in both. Mr. Jacobs has a yearling
filly that stinds 15 hands, by Hebron, by
Princeps, dam Flossie S 2.40, by Von
Moltke. Another black yearling by Albro,
dam by Abdallah Wilkes.
This is a very
promising colt and Mi, Jacobs contemplates
keeping him in the stud.
A two year old
bay filly by Young Prince, dam by Billy
Root Morgan, is a very nice, compact little
mare. He has a green horse that he i’
training for George Van Dyke of Sawyer
ville. lie is a large bay horse and is show
ing u
Charles F. Aldrich ha’ two good brood
mares, one has a colt by Tippoo, the ether
by Spofford's horse of Ltnuexvllle, P. Q.
He also has a four year old Black Sam by
a St. Lawrence horse. He ie a black geld
ing, stands 15-2 and acts like a trotter. He
has never been trained as yet but Mr. Al
drich intends to give him some fast work
this fall.
J. II. Dudley ha’ a four year old chest
nut mare Kitty Dy Albro dam Grey
Eagle. She ha’ never been trained for the
track, but is one of the fastest roaders in
the village.
He also has a yearling by
Nevertell, by Stranger, dam by Dartmouth
by Volunteer.

HOME.

She is a black pacer, five years old, stands
15-1. She has started in only two races
and won money in booi
Dr. J. L. Dixon has Prince, a dapple
brown gelding four years old. stands 15-2
and weighs 1000 pounds.
He is a very
kind horse and shows considerable speed.
James I, Parsons Esq., is quite , a breed
er. He has three staliio is besides a large
number of other horse kind. Young Nomi
nee 23392 by Nominee 4150, record 2 17%,
by Stranger 3030 by Gen. Washington
1151, dam Lillian by Alcantara 729, by
Geo. Wilkes 519.
He is a bay with black
points, no white, four years old, stands
15-2 and weighs 1050.
He was bred by
Elizur Smith. Hignlawn Farm, Lee, Mass.
He has pure action and appears to be very
intelligent. His get, although very young,
show up very stylish.
Jack a black Morgan stallion by Black
Harry, by Brown Harry, out of a Logan
mare, is eight years old, stands 15-2 and
weighs 1100. He is a good roader and un»
commonly kind,
Young Eclair by Eclair is standard and
registered. He is two years old, handsome
and threatened with speed.
His dam is
Nellie Eastmont by Eastmont.
George Hilliard has Gen. Geo. A, Bal
lard 2.30, a black stillion by Yeung Rix.
by Rix; also Sherman, by Sherman's
Morgan, dam Ida Whalebone, by Whale
bone, by Columbus 94; also Young Nim
rod 2.34%, a brown stallion by Nimrod 2.
E. J. H.

THE NORFOLK TROTTER.

Some years ago a society was formed in
England for the purpose of devising means
to preserve the animal known as the Nor
folk trotter. The lattar has an inheritance
and a history tracing back to distinguished
ancestors in the last [century,
They stil[
abound in the eastern counties of England,
although the quality which made the descenients of Marshland Shales famous has
almost ceased to exist in the English driv
ing horse, They never were much for
Ranson Harriman showed us Mohawk, a speed, those Norfolks. They had the de»
dark bay stallion, four years old, standing cisive trotting gait, but were famed more
15-2% and weighing 1100 pounds, sired by for endurance than .speed.
There are
Dartmouth, by Volunteer, dam by Rose- some on record, however, remarkable for
bury, an imported Cleveland Boy srallien. more than ordinary speed. It is a matter
Mohawk is a handsome built Iborse. He is of record that a mare owned by one Ogden,
bay with black points and white feet be in 1794 covered four miles in 12 minutes
hind.
Mr, Harriman ha’ two colts, a and 30 miles in two hours.
Phenomenon
yearling and sucker, after Mohawk, out of made 17 miles in 53 minutes ; while to
Roxy Grey Eagle that are very promising ward the end of the last century a horse
colts. The yearling is as large as the ordi-|| belonging to the Duke of Hamilton was
nary two year old.
reported to havejtrolted 18 miles within the
F. B. Loverin has come to the same con hour. Tne scarcity of these horses at the
clusion that all breeders must ultimately present time, considering what they were
Their decline can
arrive to that is “standard bred is the only once, is remarkable.
only be attributed to the'fancy of the aver
kind that pays,”
He owns a yearling stallion colt, black age Englishman for what is known as the
as jet and very large that bears the name of “hack,” a moderately high stepping animal
DeDweod 22539 by Euroclydon 11607, dam used for driving and saddlework in the
He can be described as nearly al
Lu Wilkes, by Abdallah Wilkes 7562, by parks.
Geo. Wilkes 519. Euroclydon was sired lied to the hunter, but without tne cross
by Baron Wilkes 4758, record 2.18, he by country characteristics of the latter. Those
Geo. Wilkes 519, dam of Euroclydon As- hacks show the trotting gait, but they cm
tria by Nutwood 600, record 2.18%. He not trot in anything like show form. Tne
also owns the dam of Don Wood and Lu 1country hack of England is any useful
horse without any very distinct qual
Wilkes ;8he is ten years old^ands 15 hand’ saddle
1
and weigh’ 1200. She is a beautiful bay iifications. The very fact that action has
and a good broodmare. She won a wagon 1been taken looking to the preservation of
race in 2,40 and took the first premium a’ 1the descendants of the old Norfolk trotters,
the
further
development
a gentleman's driver at Barton, Vt.
She 1and
the
qnalitie s
which
made
ha’ a filly by her side by Young Nominee <of
old pefformers famous, shows
23392, he by Nominee 4150, record 2.17%. these
t

Mr. Loverin has six colts by Albro from tthat English breeders have arrived at the
suckers up.
<conclusion—long in coming—that the most
horse for variety of persons,
Dr. J. B. Erskine owns the six year old practical
1
places
and
uses, combining business and
srallieD Elial I, standard and registered, by 1
spirit and determination, with un,
Elial G, 2199, by Aberdeen 27, by Hamble- pleasure,
1
resolution and unequaled stam
toman 10, dam Bay Nell by Hercules 547, domitable
(
is the pure bred trotter. As rapidly as
by Garabaldi 529, by HambleroDiaD 10. ina,
i
be expected, considering the English
He is a rich bay with black points, stands can
(
against anything not English, the
15-8 and weighs about 1050. He was bred prejudice
I
by J. B. Lassell of New York.
He is a iimportation of the American trotter
England is taking place. The
handsome horse in every way, and ud ex» into
i
amination of his pedigree shows that he
must be a sire of trotters. The blood is in
him and he must transmit the same.
A. G. Jameson ha’ Lady Eclair by
Eclair, dam Lady Jordan, by Leo Knox Jr.

hard
blood running in the veins of the
1
iAmerican trotting stock intermingled with
tthat of the descendents of old Shales, in
<course of time ought to give England an
animal
desirable from every point of view
a

3
as roadsters. All that is necessary is to
select a stallion that fi ls the bill, then
select mares, if any can be found, from
the family where the proclivity to trot—
even if dormant—was once active,—Ne
wark Call.
HORSES HOLDING RECEPTIONS.

The horses of M. T. Pooler , Son at
Maplewood form ‘about as attractive a
ferritg as is generally found at a park in
Maine and since they arrived Monday
many have called to see them, says the
Bangor Commercial.
The animals are
quartered in the Long Barn, so called, and
occupy 12 stalls.
The string is headed by the great AlLSo
2.20%, which occupies a neatly arranged
stall, Then there is Mahlon. with a rec
ord of 2.22% at four years of age; the
stallion Redwood;
Grover Cleveland
2.24%; Ella Stanley by Redwood; uVon
All-So ny All>So; Combine 2 32%, by
Combination; Fairview, 3 years old, by
All-So; Arthur Clevelaud, a full brother
to Mahlon; Carl Radwood, All-Sa Jr. by
All-So and Kerry Clarke, a yearling which
has trotted a quarter in 43 seconds.
The dam of AlLSo Jr, is Minnie Orr, a
mare which has a trotting record of 2,19%
and a pacing record of 2.06%. She paced
an exhibition mile the other day in a west
ern city with running mate, in 2 03%, and
it is believed that if the runner had net
stumbled on the home stretch she would
have done the mile at a two minuts clip.
Mr. F, 0. Pooler, who is associated with
his father, is here with his horses and is
stopping at the Bangor House,
There are seven stallions in the string
and also the same number of green horses
that the Poolers are confident will beat 2.30
this season. Three of the Pooler animals
can go better than 2.20.
The string is in charge of Mr. J. II. Wil
son, the trainer and driver. Mr. Wilson is
a famous driver from the Blue Grass re
gion, ’.being one of four brothers about
whom much has been written. Mr. Wilson
talked interestingly to a Commercial re
porter about Maine and its horseflesh and
of the animals he has in charge of which
he is very proud,
He says that the three miuute trot at
the fair next week for the $500 purse will
without doubt be the greatest race of .tae
week and probably one or the greatest ever
known in Maine. The horse that wins has
got to go some where near 2,25. Carl Red
wood, one of the Pooler string, is entered
in this race and Mr. Wilson says that in
his present form his competitors will have
to hurry some to be ahead of him under
the wire.
There are nine grooms with the Pooler
horses.
They all live at the park, in a
tent which is pitched near the stable. The
Poolers carry their own cook andja cart
load of utensils. They also have their own
blacksmith, who has already “set up” shop
and gotten ready for business. Visitors to
the Pooler stables are treated with a Pe»
gree of courtesy deserving of the highest
commendation.
5

SATURDAY'S RACES AT FRYEBURG.

Fryeburg, Aug. 26.®
The races which were advertised for
Thursday were necessarily postponed on
account of the rain until today.
The
storm of Thursday caused many of the
owners to take their horses home, but
enough were left to make good racing, as
the fast time made by Scipio shows. The
horse went like a piece of machinery, every
motion was perfect and his driver, Malhon
Jordan, was in sympathy with the horse,
and drove him worthily. Scipio trotted the
first heat of the 2.29 race in 2.26%. This
is a good recommendation for the West
Oxford track, as well as the horse.
Summaries;
2.29 class.
Dan Berry, ch g by Guarantee,
2 111
Scipio, b g by Redwood
12 2 2
Time—2.26%, 2.29%, 2.29%, 2.35.1
2.40 class.
Milo, blk g
3 111
Edwin R, b g
13 3 J
2 2 2 2
1Orville, b s
Time—2.49, 2.48, 2.45, 2.40.
The judges of the races were Jonathan
Bartlett of Stoneham, George Shirley of
'Fryeburg and B. D. Crane of Conticook.
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Now for the big Maine State Fair.
• • * *
The list of entries for the Maine State
Fair contains 185 names of genuine entries,
no conditional ones among them,
It is a
great list and with good weather next week
florae great sport iB guaranteed to the visi
tors to Maine’s greatest show.

• • ♦ •
It was doubtless something of a surprise
To the veteran drivers, Golden, Bowen and
Galvin to be fined by the “Down East”
ataiting judge, Isaiah Pompilly, at Mystic,
but they had to settle just the same. Mr.
Pompilly is as good as they make ’em in
the stand.

♦ ♦ * •
The many friends of that game race
stallion The Seer were sorry to see him
started in the condition he was in at Liver*
more Falls last week.
When The Seer is
himself there is none in the race that has
any license to beat him.
To see him dis
tanced in the first heat therefore was not a
pleasant thing.

♦ * • ♦

The track at P;ttsfleld baa gained rather
an unsavory reputation for itself by the
tvo races in which Early Bird and Ervin
Af. bare taken part this summer.
Such
work is an injury to racing and should be
made the subject of thorough investigation
and prompt punishment for violations of
racing rules.

* ♦ * •
The records which Nelson aDd Dictator
Chief are obtaining this year as producers
of speed form a strong argument in favor
of those who favor the use of developed
sires in breeding trotters.
Nelson 2,09 at
11 years of age has seven performers to
his credit, fire trctters and two pacers,
with records from 2.17% pacing, and
2,23% trotting, to 2.30.
Dictator Chief
2.21%, also 11 years old, has eight per
formers of which six are trotters and two
pacers. Both aTe developed sires and both
are still young sires.
*

*

•

*

A year ago at this time the Maine 2.30
list for t ;e year 1892 numbered just abrut
a dozen hor8e9, of which ten were trotters
and two pacers. This year, at this writing
there are no less than 35 Maine bred ones
in the list, with new ones coming every
day almost, of these nine are pacers, the
rest trotters.
This ia a grand showing for
the Maine horse.
Nelson leads the list
with six, four trottsrs and two pacerB close
ly followed by Dictator Chief with fonr
trotters and one pacer.
YouDg Rolfe,
Harbinger and Judge Advocate have two
each, while Wilkes, Oxford Boy, Daniel
Boone, Cunard, Jr., Macbeth, Charles M.,
Messenger Wilkes, Locomotive, Gray Dan,
Record’s Black Hawk, Guarantee, Gen,
Withers, Jr., Gideon Chief, Edmand’s
Knox, McVeigh, Lothair, Jr., Young DirU
go, and Telephone, have one each.

paration and opportunity to lower tne stal♦
lion record, and we submit to our inde
fatigable Waterville friend that trotting
Nelson on muddy half-mile tracks is not
the best possible preparation for sn attack
on a stallion record.
A mile such as Nel
son was driven in the mud at Nashua,
while we trust that it has had no ill effect,
certainly could have no good one, and it
might have sent the horse “off" for the
season, Almost all trainers, either of trot
ters or runners, agree that fast work in
mud tends to dull the edge of a horse’s
speed for some time, and so strong is the
conviction of the danger of mud raciDg
that we often see trainers of thoroughbreds
allow rich stakes that seem at their mercy
to go by default rather thaa start a very
valuable horse in mud.
There are many
that believe that “the Northern King” is as
fast as any stallion that has yet appeared,
and that with a proper opportunity he is
capable of lowering the stallion record
again.
Give him that opportunity, Mr.
Nelson.
There will be more glory in it
than in doiDg the spectacular act at the
back cauntry balf-mile riDgs,

CEDRIC AND GUY C.

Bird again showed a great burst of speed
Cuming up with ths leader, finishing per
haps with bis nose a foot ahead of Stam
lev’s. But he had made two resting breaks
while Stanley had trotted squarely the full
mile. The crowd cheered 8taoley, shouted
Uie
name of
Sianley.
Everybody,
supposed aDd considered it Stanley’s heat
but Mr. Cease, the starter, almost the time
the panting horses got back to the stard,
and without consulting the full board of
judges, declared tho last heat and race
to Early Bird.
Mr Libby, Stmley’s driver, filed a writ*
tj b prot st alter the race was declared.
Ti e following are the summaries of the
two races:

2 36 class—purse $100.
Jtck Wyman bg
Mollie C ch m
Murcockbg
Prince Harbinger b g
KiDg Pin gr g
Joker b g
Belville br h
Time, 2 28%, 2.25, 2.27, 2.30.

2111
12 2 2
6
3 3 4
5 5 4 3
3 4 dis
7 d*s
4 dis

FREE-FOR-ALL—PUR8E $200.

Early Bird ro h, by Jay Bird
12 12 1
EdmuDd bh
4 3 2 1 3
Stanley bg
3 4 4 3 2
Edwin M br h
2 13 dis
Time, 2.17%, 2.20%, 2 19% 2.18, 2.20.

Judges and timers : Mr. Ciase, Dover
C. Trafton, St. Albans; Geo. A. Alden,
Waterville.

Pittsfield, Me , Aug. 25.
Today’s races at the Union trotting park,
Pittsfield, were both won in straight heats.
Summaries:
Three-mintfte class, trotting.
Question and Answer.
Cedric br h by Black Pilot
111
Greenwood bn
2 2 3
Which of the following courses will
J. Wilkes bh
3 4 2
Disco br g
4 3 4 be more profitable: 1. To keep 20 cows,
Harry S b h
5 5 5 selling the milk at 2f cents a quart, using
Judge Rolfe b h
6 6 6 the manure, one-half on the meadow and
Time—-2,33%, 2,34, 2.30%
one-half for cultivated crops; or, 2, to
2.30 class, trotting andlpacing,
keep 10 cows with milk at the same price,
Guy C. br g by Edmunds Knox
111 putting all the manure on the cultivated
Berdan b h
4 2 2
Judge Franklin blk h
2 7 7 ground, and buying Canada wood aslies
Eclair Jr. blk h
3 3 4 at $14 a ton and selling the hay which
* * » «
Diana ch m
7 4 3 the cows in the first case would eat at
5 8 5
Messrs. B. F. and F. H. Briggs of this Cleveland Boy b h
Stella Rolfe b m
8 5 6 $16 a ton?—Connecticut.
city have every reason to feel proud of the Tom Drew b h
Answer—No man can answer such a
6 6 dr
Time—2.27%, 2.30, 2.31.
question fairly. There are too many
record of their stable this year.
Two of
conditions that an outsider cannot com
them have entered the list, Grenadier aud
prehend. There is very’ little money in
A DISSATISFIED CROWD.
Sadie L., and everywhere they have en*
milk
at 24 cents per quart. Rye straw
tered they have obtained their share of the
and potatoes both ought to sell fairly
winnings. Their record at the couaty fair
Pittsfield, Aug. 27.
well with you. Wo understand that Con
at Livermore Falls last week is a great one.
necticut farmers do not grow potatoes
It
is
safe
to
say
that
a
large
portion
of
They started in everv class from yearling
enough to fill all the Connecticut mouths.
to four year olds, and from the 2.DO class the crowd that was in attendance at the If you have land that is suitable for noth
to the 2.19 class, with the following re races at Union Trotting Park Saturday went ing but pasture, keep your 10 cows on
sults :
Sunset, by Warrener and Riven away feeliDg a little displeasure with the that. Build a silo and put all your stable
Oak, by Messenger Wilkes, second and judges and disappointed with the great manure on ensilage corn, following the
com with potatoes, using 800 pounds or
third money in yearling race; Royce, by free for all race which they came to see.
more of a complete fertilizer. Then sow
Warrener, first in two year old race with The fact that Early Bird, Stanley, Ed- wheat or rye and seed to grass with
mund,
and
Ervin
N.
were
advertised
to
Naila, by Messenger Wilkes dividing 2nd
clover in the spring. You can sell most
and 3d with Slide, by The Seer; Grenadier start in this race of coarse was a great of your hay and your rye straw. The
by Messenger Wilkes won first in three drawing card, and fully 3000 people were ensilage, with some clover hay, will feed
the cows, with cottonseed meal aud
year olds; Calcalli, by Rockefeller, first in attendance.
Betting was about tven between Early other grain. This will give you milk,
in four year olds, with Mattie Wilkes, by
Messenger Wilkes, second, and Johnsosca’ Bird and Edmund, and Ervin AL. was potatoes, rye straw and hay for cash
crops. This is assuming that you have
by Rockefeller, third; in the 2.40 class the about the same but Stanley’s friends could a market for all these products. If you
get
two
for
one.
three year old filly, Leola, by Rockefeller,
have not, the plan must be changed.—
Ervin AL drew the pole, Edmund sec
dam Modena, by Messenger Wilkes, won
Exchange.
_______
ond,
Early Eird third and Stanleykwas on
in three heats the fastest of which was
They
Ought
to Be Ashamed.
2.31%; the 2.36 class was won in three the outside. After scoring a few times
Notwithstanding the fact that only the
they
were
sent
away.
The
pole
horse
kept
heats by Sadie L, in 2.30; the 2.27 was won
rich can afford to eat pork, and, to per
Id straight heats by Gene Briggs, by Mes the lead to the three quarters pole and petrate a very bad case of Irish bull,
senger Wilkes, and in the 2.19 class around the last turn then Early Bird made that the pig is really the goose that is
Granieta was third in 2.21%, trotting her a short break which seemed to rest him laying tlio golden egg for the farmer, a
and by a flaa burst of speed came downjtbe surprisingly large number of reports
third mile in 2,24%.
stretch finishing the mile ahead in 2.17%. reach us of the practical loss of the
• • « ♦
In the second heat Ervin AL. again took spring litters. The weather has been as
unpropitious for the pigs as it was last
The Horsemen: It was somewhat sur the lead aDd held it all the way around un
spring, but the lesson of that time was
prising to read of the stallion Nelson, a til on the hone stretch be was to all aps thought to have been severely enough
pearance
held
tack
and
Early
Bird
again
candidate for the stallion championship,
enforced by the course of the market to
being sent a fist mile through mud on a came in ahead, but as be had made two make such losses almost impossible. Cer
half mile ring up in New Hampshire- Of long breaks and the other horses trotted tainly many hundreds of farmers pre
course a man has the right to do about as without a skip the heat was given to Ervin pared as never before to save the pigs
irrespective of weather, and they will
he pleaseB with hi9 own property, but when Al.

We were mislead by the reports in the
daily papers in crediting Roy Wilkes’ mile
at 2.06% at Fort Wayne into crediting him
with the fastest mile made by a stallion in
a race. Saladin with his mile in 2.05% at a horse becomes as great as Nelson he in a
Kirkwood, Del,. July 4, against Mascot is manner becomes public property, and his
entitled to that honor.
management a matter which the public,
♦ * * *
and especially those who have a direct in*
The Eastern Maine Circuit, which in terest in tim through bis progeny, feel
It was
cludes the tracks at Bluehill, Ellsworth, that they have a right to criticise.
Cherryfield, Machias and Pembroke will admirable in Mr. Nelson after promising
open a series of meetings next week, for to start the horse on a half mile track oct
which $3,725 is offered as follows: At under any circumstances to disappoint the
Bluehill, $630, Sept, 6 and 7; Ellsworth, public, but it would be more admirable,
$1,100, Sept. 12, 13 and 14; Cherryfield, from the standpoint of judgment at least,
$700, Sept. 19. 20 and 21; Machias, $800, not to agree to go carting so great a horse
Sept. 26, 27 and 28; Pembroke, $625, Oct. around to half mile tracks.
In justice to
3 and 4. For further information address the horse himself and to his patrons, he
should be given the very best possible pre*
H. F. Whitcomb, Ellsworth, Me,

Near the end of the third heat Early
Bird made another break, resting himself
so that he again passed the field on the
home stretch, and the heat was declared
tor him, although the crowd called loudly
for Edmund.
In the fourth Edmund was the winner
from the start, turning the track the sec
ond time in 2.18 fiat.
In this heat Ervin
M. threw a boot and was distanced.
It was 15 minutes past six when the
horses were called out the fifth time. Ed
mund led to the half, then Stanley trotted
past him and took the pole, trotting falr'y
all the way. On the home stretch, Early

surely have their reward. The wonder
is that any farmer could be so indifferent
or careless as to allow unfavorable
weather to rob him of a large part of his
valuable pig crop. Of course losses are
bound to occur even with the best of
treatment. Accidents will happen in the
best regulated barnyards, but enough
reports have reached us to indicate that
the thoughtlessness, carelessness and
lack of judgment which last year left
thousands of farmers without pigs when
prices were abnormally high have again
curtailed the crop. A farmer must be
indeed rich if he can thus afford to pay
tuition in the schJOl of experience.—
Breeder's Gazette.

TURF,
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ABOUT HORSES.

[ Will societies send us dates of proposed
Meetings for 1893? Address Turf. Farm
and Home, Auburn, Jfe.J
Aug. 29, 39, 31, Sept. 1, Eastern Maine
Fair, Bangor. Me.
Aug. 29, 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2—Troy, N. Y.
Aug. 29,30, 31—Ossipee Valley Union
Agricultural Association. Cornish, Me.
Aug, 29, 30, 31, Sept.—Old Orchard.
Aug. 30, 31—Moncton, N. B.
-Sept. 5, 6—Penobscott and Aroostook Fair.
Patten, Me.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8—Cambridge, N. Y.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8, Maine State Fair, Lewis
ton, Me.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8, New England Fair, Wor
cester, Mass.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, New Hampsh:re Trotting
Horse Breeders’ Association, Concord,
N. H.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8—Racket Valley and St.
Regis Valley AgricultQralJSociety Fair,
Potrsdam. N. Y.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—North Aroostook Fair,
Presque Isle, Me.
Sept. 12, 13—Springfield, Vt.. Agricul
tural Society Fair.
Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15—Canton, N. Y.
Sept. 12,13, 14, 15—Ciinton County Ag
ricultural Society, Plattsburg, N. Y.
Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15—Grand Circuit Meet
ing, Philadelphia.
Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15—Cumberland County
Fair, Gorham, Me.
Sept, 14—Summerside, P. E. I.
S
‘]C.9 20, 21—Androscoggin Valley
k- c ural fair, Canton, Me.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—Hancock County Fair
Association, Ellsworth, Me.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—Oxford County Fair,
South Paris, Me.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—Somerset Central Fair,
Skowhegan, Me.
Sept. 12, 13. 14, 15—Fort Edward, N. Y.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—Kennebec County Fair,
Windsor, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—Waldo and Penobscot
Fair. Monroe, Me.
Sept. 19, 20—East Somerset Fair, Hart
land, Me.
Sept. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22—Rhode Island
State Fair, Narraganset Park.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—North Franklin Fair,
Phillips, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—West Washington Fair,
Cherryfield, Me.
Sept. 26, 28—Trotting at Farmington.
Sept. 20. 21—Aroostook County Fair
Houlton, Me.
Sept. 20-21—Springfield Driving Associa
tion, Springfield, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—Riverside Agricultural
Society, Bethel, Me.
8ept.|19, 20 and 21—Sanford A. and M.
Association, Springvale, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21, 22—Worcester, Mass.
Sept. 19-20-21-22—York County Agricul
tural Society Fair, Saco Driving Park.
Sept. 26, 27—Waldo County Fair, Belfast,
Me.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—North Knox Fair, Union,
Me.

Sept. 2 6, 27, 28—Washington County Fair,
Pembroke, Me.
Sept. 26. 27, 28—Lincoln County Fair
Damariscotta, Me.
pt. 26, 27, 28—Washington Central Falls
Machias.
Sept. 26 27, 28—Kennebec County Fair,
Readfield, Me.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—Franklin County Fair,
Farmington, Me.
Sept. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, New England Trot
ting Horse Breeders Mystic Park.
Sept. 26, 27, 28, West Oxford Agricult,
ural Society Fair, Fryeburg, Me.
gept. 26-27-28—Exeter, Me.
Sept. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. SO, Westchestr
County Fair, White Plains, N. Y.
Sept. 19,20, 21, 22—York County at Bid
deford.
Sept. 6, 7—Hanoock County at Bluehill.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—Cumberland North at
Harrison,
Sept. 20. 21—Penobscot North at Spring
field.
Sept. 27, 28—Oxford North at Andover.
October 4—5—Trotting at Fairfield, Me.
Oct. 10, 12—Trotting at Topsham.
Oct. 10, 11,12—Shapleigh and Acton Fair,
Acton, Me,
Oct. 11, 12—Elmwood Park, South Nor
ridgewock, Me.
Oct, 14—Dexter, Me.
Oct. 3 to 12—Saugus, Mass.
Oct. 17, 18, 19, 20—Worcester, Mass.

Generally, extra feeding should not con
sist so much in increasing the quantity as
Improving and making better the quality
of the ration supplied.
If there are more
horses on the farm than can be used to an
advantage, it would be advi’ible to sell
what can be spared.
Usually, however,
this wculd only apply to matured animals
that are not growing into money.
It is poor management of the horses
when they are compelled to pass the night
with all of tne dirt and sweat upon them
that accumulates during the day.
Good
grooming at night adds more to the real
comfort of a horse than that given in th e
morning.
One of the most economical ways of
feeding horses is to cut the hay, or un*
thrashed cats, and then sprinkle the meal
bran or middlings over it, dampening slight
ly and mixing all thoroughly together. The
animal not only relishes a feed of this kind
but the waste is made very small.
There is no better or cheaper place to
develop a young horBe or put him in a
proper shape for market than on the farm.
It should be remembered that when a horse
1b placed upon the market he is generally
wanted for immediate use, and if his train
ing has not been such as to fit him for this,
his value will be lessened.
A safe rule in selecting animals for
breeding is to bleed mares of the size you
want to stallions of the shape you want. A
colt out of a full sized running mare will
more likely be large,even by a small horse,
than a colt whose dam was small even
though the sire may be large.
There is no question but that with care
ful, judicious training the natural powers
of the horse may be greatly increased. Ac*
quired qualities descend the same as nat
ural characteristics, and the strength ac
quired by good exercise and the active state
of the nervous system at the time of breed
ing will cause the generation of more pow
er, and then this may be largely developed
by proper trairing.
When the colt runs with the dam and if
she has a good roomy stall and a good feed
box it is comparatively an easy matter to
teach the colts to eat, and they should be
well accustomed to eating before they are
weaned; thereby increasing the rations of
the mare a better growth and development
of the colt can be secured, and the wean
ing can be done with no stoppage of growth.
If a colt hat beeD taught to eat well, much
of the difficulty in weaning is averted.
One cf the most frequent causes of dis*
ease among horses is the irregularity in
watering or feeding.
Because it is some*
what inconvenient at the regular time to
water and feed, it Is let go and then when
it is supplied the animal eats more ordrinks
more than it would had it been supplied at
the regular time, and the consequence is
the stomach Is overloaded and disease is
the natural result.
What makes it worse
in many cases is the fact that when the
wants of the animal are supplied the ani*
mal is fatigued and is less prepared to di.
gest and assimilate an overload.
The kind of rivalry among horse breed
ers that introduce the good qualities of
worthy breeds inta every section and by so
doing drives scrub stock to the wall is to
be commended, but in doing this there is
nothing gained by one breeder running
down all other breeds except the one he
raises, Thera is room and use for all
good breeds of horses, and all can work
unitedly and to a good advantage In driv
ing out the scrub.—Iowa Turf.
STARTIN8

HORSES.

The unusual way of starting horses in
trotting and pacing races is by the word
“Go!” A change has become absolutely
necessary, for there are always a few un*
scrupulous individuals at every race meet
ing who delight in using the word when
ever they see a field of horses coming to
the wire. The drivers who are all intent
ly watching their horses and listening for
the signal are compelled by this false
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alarm to give their animals more work than
they intended, and at the same time’a feel
ing of doubt possesses them after hearing
the word whether it is a go or not.
The tap of the little bell in the judges’
stand is very seldom heard by the driver
on the outside, and he is governed by the
way be sees the others move.
When the
judge sees that the horses do not get away
on even terms be beeps continually ringing
the bell until be sees the furthermost horse
slacken bis speed.
In the case a loud
sounding bell is absolutely necessary as a
“recall,” but many drivers object to the
ringing of a bell to start horses, because
the sound confuses them.
When races were first instituted, the
usual way for starting horses was with the
tap of a drum, and why this was discarded
no one can say. It is a sound entirely dif
ferent from the easily imitated word “go!”
It is unlike the ringing of the recall bell,
and would be appreciated by all drivers if
adopted throughout the circuit. Who will
be the first to adopt this plan of starting?
—Breeder and Sportsman.

HAL POINTER’S BAD BREAKS.
Springfield, Aug. 23.
Grand circuit trotting got a rare popular
tribute at Hampden Park today, every avails
able point of view being filled with enthusias
tic lovers of fast horses, This too. without
the star events of the meeting. Tomorrow
with a free for all trot, was counted on as the
supreme attraction.
The card today was a gooi one, |however,
and brought out a fine half day of sport. It
was warm and a trifling shower at noon some
what dampened the hopes of the managers,
but by 2 o’clock the sun was out, and li*
track was dry. A slight spatter of rain fell at
5 o’clock in the midst of the free tor all pace
but no harm was done.
This last event was a great popular feature,
and Hal Pointer may be considered installed
in the highest niche of equine tame within
the gift of the great American public, Every
appearance of Geers with his gamey charge
during the warming up miles was greeted
with a cheer, and all "hands settled down for a
fine exhibition when the three starters were
sent away.
It was not much of a race after all, the
Pointer losing two heats and the race going
over The mishaps were on the lower turn in
each case, when Geers allowed him to skip
Blue Sign was a troublesome scorer, taking
rank nowadays with Guy in this respect, and
on nearly every “go” was from one to four
lengths in the rear. He was fast enough
when set going, and Geers had to hustle from
first to last. Distance was waived in the
fourth heat, and it was understood the horse
would try for a last mile.
Hal Pointer got the first an 1 third heats
easily, Blue Sign chasing him out in the
third in 2.10%. Blue Sign got the second and
fourth on Pointer’s breaks, and the,race was
postponed till 1 o’clock tomorrow.
The 2,27 trot was a tnree straight victory
for Charlie C., making his third race m
eight days and his second win. He had
Angelina and Cornwall, a local nag, to beat,
but they only served as pacemakers for Salis
bury’s speedy gelding.
The 2.22 trot had a $5000 plum on the
wire, and the task of starting a field ot_seven
was no easy one. Island Wilkes was the
chief offender, reversing the good reputation
n scoring that he won at Rochesterlast
week. Corinne was deemed the pick ofjthe
crowd, though Bellini, Island Wilkes jtand
Harry C- had supporters who believed they
had a chance for something.
The first heat took up half an hour scoring,
but once under way the going was hot.
San
Pedro, Salisbury’s entry, took the pole from
Corinne in the first dozen strides,’and around
the turn had a fine argument with Harry C
and Laura F. The last named was driven by
Golden, and, though showing a lot of speed
in the heat, was drawn at the end of it. She
chased Harry U and San Pedro to the flag
ike a Trojan, The battle was between the
trio all through, Harry C finishing within a
head of the California horse.
Carpenter and Kelly had the fun all to
themselves again in the secone heat, with the
same result, Harry C lacking about a stride
of catching San Pedro at the wire.
The latter horse took it easy in the third
heat, after a brush on the first quarter with
Corinne, who had the pole on the upper turn.
Tuscarora was a promising qmntitf also,
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goiDg within half a length of the leaders. The
fun began at the flag when Carpenter made a
bluft to push cut Cheney’s mare, but could
not make such a game pei former quit.
The fourth heat was over before the home
stretch was reached. Corinne shook cff Jum*
bo Wilkes and San Pedro in a brush up the
backstretch and won in a jcg,
Sbe wcund up the tedious battle by reeling
off the fifth heat without once being headedIsland Wilkes ended his portion of the race
by getting the flag, leaving juat enough nags
to divide the money.
Nancy Hanks starts tomorrow for a fas
mile ostensibly to beat the track record of
2 110%. The 3 year old stake 2 19 and free for
all trots complete the programme.
The law and order people were as busy as
bees today getting more evidence, but the
troubled conscience that prompts all this war
still languishes in glorious obscurity. Nothing was done. Summary :
2.27 class, trotting; pmrse—$1000,
Charlie C nr g by Brown Jug dam Uns
traced
111
Angelina b m
2 2 2;
Cornwall b s
3 3 3
Thetis b m
4 4 5*
Happy Lady br m
8 5 4
Duellion b g
6 6 7’
Donald blk s
7 7 6'
Laura F blk m
5 dr
Time—2 19%, 2.17%, 2.17
2.22 class, trottmgr nurse—$5000.
Corinne b m bv Robert Mc
Gregor dam Const:ne by Con
ductor
4 4 111
San Pedro blk s by Del Sur dam
said to be by Keating horse 115 2 31
Harry C b g
22252!
Jumbo Wilkes bg
5 5 4 3 4
Island Wilkes blk s
7 7 6 4 as,
Tuscarora b s
3 6 3 dr
Bellini br s
6 3 dis
Time—2 16, 2.16%, 2.21, 2.18,
Free-for-all class, pacing; purse—$1500)
(unfinished.)
Blud Sigh b g by Ensign dam Polly
Hopkins, braeding untraced
3 12 1L
Hal Po.nter b g by Tom Hal Jr
dajfc Sweepstakes by Snowheels 13 13
Major Wonder b g
2 2 3 2>
Tfme—2.16, 2,12%, 2.101%, 2.13%.

M R FORBES’ GREAT MARES-

Springfield Aug 25,
This was the banner day in the history,
of the Hampden park association, one off
the largest crowds that has ever visited the.
famous course turning out to see the greatt
Nancy Hanks trot a mile in 2.08 and to,

witness a stubborn battle in the free-fonall1
trot, in which Walter E. one of the great
est campaigners of the decade, trotted a
third mile in 2.11%
J. Malcolm} Forbes came down from,
,
Boston and occupied a seat in the judges*
stand when his gallant little mare flashedI
down the home stretch with Doble behindI
her.
Doble gave her a couple of warming-up»
miles and brought her out for the
supreme effort. At the first score the,
little mare rushed down the stretch lm»’
petuously and broke into a wild run at thej
stand.
Doble turned her around and at the sec*1
ond effort she speed down the stretch with1
all her old vigor, and when the pilot jo^
ded for the word she was sailing.
Dickerson, who drove "the runner, sett
out in pursuit, and the first quarter aroundI
the sharp turn was trotted in 32 seconds.
Up the long backstretch tie little mare‘
seemed to scarcely touch the ground. The;
half-mile was made in 1,03%, with theJ
pacemaker at’NancyJHanks’ wheel.
Rounding the upper'turn the runner was3
just close enough to stimulate the flyingj
daughter of llappy Medium to greaterr
exertions, and shaking her head doggedlyr
she trotted to the three-quarter pole in1
1 36%.
Coming home beneath the shades of thes
giant elms that line the stretch, Dobleb
clung to the peerless mare, and in the lastt
100 yards he drove her with all the skill att
his command.
There wasla lot of enthusiasm as the mares
passed the wire, and hundreds of watchess
were stopped, their ownnrs looking at eachi
other and waiting for the announcementt
of the official time from the judges’ stand..
The officials made it 2,08, but a score off
experienced horsemen, including driverss
of national reputation, made it half a sect*
ond slower.
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Mr. Forbes was warmly congratulated,
i
and
he certainly felt proud cf the little
j
mare
as she was led away to her quarters.
The freewfor-all trotting race was only
,
second
in irterest to the exhibition of
•Nanoy Hanks, being strongly contested
(throughout. It was won by Walter E.
,
who was a big favorite at the pool boxes,
selling at $100 to $35 on Little Albert and
'$20 on Nightingale,
The first three heat! in the race were be
low
the track competition record made last
I
;
year
by Walter E. in 2.14%, the time in
ithe third heat, 2.11%, now standing as the
best mark.
The continued free for all pacing race
which started the day went to Hal Pointer
by his winning one heat. His time, 2.10%,
equalled
the track record in competion.
1
made last year by Grant Abdallah.
Nellie McGregor won the 2.19 class with
ease in straight heats, although Myrtle R
led at the pool boxes. Nellie McGregor
lowered her record from 2.19% to 2.14%
in the first heat.
Nemoline, a clever black filly by Jersey
Wildes, won her first race in straight heats
in the 3 year old stake race, getting a mark
of 2.22%.
Near the end of the races City Marshal
Rice’s men created a sensation by arresting
Edwin Morse, Frank L. Herdic and James
Clancey, charged with selling pools, and
Charles Hurlick for bookmaking.

The men furnished securities of $300
each to appear in court tomorrow.
The
bondsmen were Aidermen D. O. Gilmore
and Charles T. Shean,
This is the first time in this city that
pool sellers have been disturbed by the po
lice, and the case will be of irterest to the
country. The maxim penalty is $2,000
fine and imprisonment of one year in jail.
The summariee:
Free for all, pacing, purse $1500.
Hal Pointer, b g by Tom Hall,
dam Sweepstake, by Snow
heels
1 3
13 1
Blue Sign, b g by Ensign.
3 12 13
Maj Wcnder b g
2 3 32 2
Time—2.16, 2.12%, 2.10%, 2 13%, 2.10%.
2.19 class, trotting, purse $1500.
Nellie McGregor, ch m by Robert
McGregor, dam Minnie Brown by
Dictator
111
Maud C, ch m
2 2 6
Myrtle R. b m
5 3 2
Geneva b m
6 5 3
Alcyone Jr, ch s
3 6 5
Puritan b g
4 4 4
Colorgood, br s
7 . dr
Mary Mack b m
dis
Time—2 14%, 2.16, 2.17%.
2.30 class, trotting, three year olds, purse
$1500.
Nemoline, bl f by Jersey Wilkes, dam
Nemesis, by Nutwood
1 1 1
Madge Wilkes, ch f
2 2 22
Onondaga b c
332
Time—2.22%, 2.26%, 2.26%.
Free for all, trotting, purse $1500.
Walter E b g by Patchen Manix
brino, dam Old MorgaD,by Son
of Wagner
2 111
Little Albert ch g by Albert N
1 4 3 4
Pbcebe Wilkes br m
4223
Nightingale ch m
3342
Time—2,13%. 2.13, 2.11%, 2 15%.
'
'
“
~
HAMPDEN PARK WINDS UP.

Springfield, Aug. 26.
Attendance on the closing day of the cir
cuit meeting at Hampden Park showed a
marked falling off, due partly to the heat
and probably more so to the one-sided
fields. The track wais in fine shape, and
the horses moved all the faster for the
v arm air. There were three races on the
bill, resulting in easy victories for Azote,
Oro Wilkes and Sabina.
Azote had by far the toughest problem.
He was a pronounced favorite in the 2.15
class against such campaigners as Instant,
Bush, Aline and Jesse Hanson, with Una
Wilkes in the background, a dark horse of
the deepest dye.
Pixley was entered but
did not start, making a lucky escape for
the winner.
Instant, as usual, went away in the lead,
and at’such a clip that Hickok let her have
the fun to herself.
In fact, the most no
ticeableffeature of the race was Hickok’s
solicitudefregarding the mark Azote} would
get. On each round he went||the}Jlongest
way he could find, and the record stands in
each heat for a mile and a considerable
fraction.
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Instant kept the pace in the second heat
to the drawgate, where Azote moved up
and out toward the mare around the turn.
The finish was close, but there never was a
doubt of Azote’s ability to win.
In the third heat Goldsmith made a heavy
bid for the heat with Uno Wilkes.
Both
Una and Bush hung on Azote’s neck to the
lower turn, where the gelding drew away
in hollow style. They had all taken their
time to this point, when there began a wild
scramble for second place. This race was
a hairbreadth affair that Bush won, but he
was stt back for running, giving Una the
place.
The fighting was now among the short
horses for a piece of the money, there be
ing no question of Azote’s speed.
Instant
took it easy, having second money sure.
Bush, Aldine and Una were the debaters,
and in a close race Una won the place.
Oro Wilkes, a three year old stallion of
Goldsmith’s, was a 2 to 1 favorite io the
2.21 trot after the first heat, once the boys
saw the way he did up the field,
Another of Sable Wilkes’ get Sabina,
got the four year old stake in a jog. It
should be said for Gray Dawn that she was
slightly lame.
She showed a high quality
in the first two heats, and when going level
gave Sabina a good race.
*. «
Chronos, the Westfield ^pacing stallion,
tried an exhibition mile to beat 2.12%, but
could do no better than 2.13.
The busiest portion of the grounds was
around the stables where preparations for
a general exodus were under way. Doble’s
Salisbury’s, McHenry’s. Curry’s and Hickot’s string were shipped for Fleetwood
Park and the Hamlin string for Chicago.
Summariee:
2.21 class, trotting, purse $1000.
Oro Wilkes, blk s by Sable Wilkes,
dam Ellen Mayhew by Director
111
Alice Wilkes b m
3 2 2
Carl don ch s
2 3 4
Rustique br m
4 4 3
Hyperion ch s
dig
Time—2 22%, 2.20%, 2,21.
2 15 trotting, purse $15000.
Azote b g by Whips, dam Josie
by Whipple’s Hambletonim
2 1 11
Instant b m by Startle, dam In
tegrity by Belmont
12 5 6
Una Wilkes b m
6 6 2 2
Bush, blk m
3 3 3 3
Jesse Hanson b g
4 5 4 5
Aline b m
3 4 6 4
Time—2.14%, 2.16%, 2.17%, 2.15%.
2,25 class, 1 year olds, trotting, purse $1500.
Sabina b m by Sable Wilxes, dam
Eva by Legrand
2
1 1
Rupert Gillig b g
3 2 2
Gray Dawn g m
2 4 4
Ella Rene, b m
43 3
Time—2.20%. 2.24%, 2.25.

THE ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY FAIR.

Livermore Polls, Aug. 23 ■
The second day of the fair of the Androvs
coggin County Agricultural Society opened
finely, The wea* her was all that could be
desired, the track was in fine condition and
there was a grod crowd in attendance. As
on the first day the races were all won in
straight heats, but they nevertheless furnished
some fine sport. In the 2.50 class the hand
some bay stallion St. Ives, by Harbinger,
went into the list with a record of 2.29%.
The first race called was the 2.31 class with
four starters as follows: Rockefeller. Currier,
Black Dan and Captain Wedgewood.
The contest was between Currier and Black
Dan, the latter, however, not being able at
any time to get near enough to be dange rous.
The summary:
2 31 class, purse $125.
Currier br g by McVeigh
Black Dan blk g
Capt Wedgewood blk s
Rockefeller br s
Time
Quar Half Three Quar
First heat 38
1 16
1 52
Sec heat
38
1 16
1 54
Third heat 38
1 15
1 52

1
2
3
4
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Raiar Siniscniiion Price.
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Iff. fin J ■
------ 18 ONLY------

$2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE,
But for SIXTY DAYS we make
the following SPECIAL OFFER:
To any new subscriber sending in
one dollar we will forward the

TURF, FARM AND HOME
For one year. To any old subscriber
who will forward at the rate of one
dollar per year tor arrearages and one
year in advance we will send the paper
for one year.

THE TURF, FARM & HONE,
FOR THE! COMING YEAR WILL BE

MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER
We aim to give all the Horse nows
of Maine and such additional horse
notes from the Maritime Provinces, as
will be of interest.

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
Mile
2293%
231%
2 30

There were eight starters in the 2 50 class.
They drew positions as follows: Mollie Gar
field first, Jim iGray’fsecond, Riley third,
Nameless fourth, Harry fifth, Narcus sixth,
St Ives seventh, and Thompson eighth.
Mr. Edwards was anxious to give St Ives
a march in the list and in the last heat suc
ceeded in accomplishing his purpose, with
something to spare. The first heat was a
pretty contest between St Ives and Nameless,
the former winning by a neck.

--------- o----------

[hi Hue Bob
And every Horseman in the Country}
who wishes to keep posted on
the rapidly increasing horse
breeding of Maine
should read

the
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J 2 34 class
i Dixmoni ch g
5 1 1 1. 1
!
-------------- 1
I 1Honest Jim cn g
15 3 4
1
11
West Cumbt^irl.a^^:^), Aug. 23, |<Don b g
2 2 42
2
23 Tne second days’ racing at the Cumberland
id jj •T ust b g
4 3 26
3 2 lr2 fair
f
3 4 6 56
jj jLady Grant b m
4 5 dr f resulted as follows:
Lady Hamilton b m
6 5 53
6 4 dr
lr
Green horses; purse $75.
(
2.40%, 2.33%, 2.38%,
5
6 dr
!r gSusie br m
1 1 1
’
SEEM
BY
A THOUSAND PEOPLE,
|
7 7 drr Bessie C g m
3 28 8 dr
r eEtr el b rn
2 3 8
Three
e jTop sv
4 4 <b
Time
Quarter Half Quarters
Mile'e
Tim —2 52, 2 44%, 2.47%.
Ro^:kla^d, Aug, 25,
IN THE
First beat
38
I.17 1.54%
2,32%
2.40cl»ts; parse $125.
Over one thousand people witnessed the
Second beat 39
1 16 1.54
2.32
Glendale b b
Clenaim
13
11
2 cclose of the August ra:es at the Knox driving I
Third heat
32%
1.14 1.51
2.29% G
4 1 3 32 park
p
The colt races for foals of 1891 and 18900 GBetsy g m
today and were furnished plenty of ex
Mac br s
3 2 2 3
brought out a fine lotof youngsters. In bothh Gen
m
c_ itement by the three events. Tne track was
e
Maud
Berry
2
5
dr
the winner bad no trouble in landing the Emery
E
bg
5 4 4 drlr iin fair condition. The races resuited:
prize. The summaries:
2.45 class, purse $100,
You want to know all about this district,
Time—2.34%, 2 38, 2.33%, 2.36%, 2.35,
Foals of 1891.
and how you can secure a quarter or half sec1 1
1 a
The two-year-old colt race had three3 CCashier g s
j
tion
of land on the
v J8
2 in 3 to harness.
r HSt, Patrick ch g
23 2
1 starters.
Beg^e L., Mollie M. and Dexter K.
st
L' H. N. H. g g
35 3
Rovce b c by Warrener
1 1
For the first heat Mollie M. jogged a milee hHazel b m
42 4
Naila b f
2 33
;s BBlack B nlk m
5 45
Slide ch g
3 22 in 3.35 and the subsequent proceedings
Fearnaught Prince
4 54 possessed
p(
no further interest. Doctor Mouli- NNora b m
6 6 dr t
Time—2 40, 2'36%, 2.38%.
Johnny Reb b g
6 5
r to
ton has a fine colt in Mollie M.
Baby McKu/ “ck
5 dr
2.30 class.
Time
Quar Half Three Quar
Mile
The dosing Day.
L
Little Blanche gm*
111
First beat 39
1.19
1.59%
2 40
Honest Jim ch g
2 2 4
West Cumberland, Aug. 25.
H
Sec heat
40% 2.21
2 02
2.43%
Frank Nelson blk g
44 2
The twenty fifth annual fair of tbe Cum-- B
Foals of 1890. * * •
Blond-, ch m
3 3 3
Write at once to me and state your wants,
Time—2.32, 2.33%' 2.35,
an
2 m 3 to harness.
be
and I will send you full particulars, includ
berland Farmers's Club closed with finee
.
2.38
class.
in
ing
map of that district. Will send the
Grenadier b g by Messenger Wilkes
1 L1 weather
w(
and a large attendance. The races a
“LWestern Settler” for one year free on ap
Eldora b f
2 2
Annie
Bcone
b
m
1 1
1 “
on the programme for Thursday, but gost-’ j
plication
Dorcas PraH b 1
3 3I on
Theresa b m
2 3 2 PL
JNO. SEBASTIAN,
Norland Wilkes b s
4 4i poned
po
in consequence of the storm, were. D
Don b g
3 2 3
General Ticket and Passenger Agent;,.
Kalula b m
4 5 4
Time
Qu ar Half ThreeQuar
Mile! troit d off in a very satisfactory manner, K
1
Lady
Grant
b
m
5
4
5
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
First heat 40
1.17 1.55%
2."
and
Time—2.35%, 2.33%, 2.34%,
—
Sec heat
38% 1.15% 1.54
2.31
an were close and exciting. The time?
r
_________________
_
n
ade
in
tbe
2.27
class
was
the
fastest
ever
The Closing Day.
n 1
made
on the Cumberland track,
The
Livermore Falls, Aug. 25.
m
RACES AT MILO, AUS. 23.
,iu the tanml were Mr, Samu II
The races of the closing d/y of the An-. jndges
jn
who has o^i^i^jated very efficiently
droscoggin County fair were hard fought■ Pompilly,
po
HARBINGER will make the season of
o!2,32
q
H
class, purse $100.
18'
and interesting though won in siraight as stait-r throughout the meeting, Mr..
1893 at my stable on Main street, at the
C. E. Sutton, Orono, b g Lazy Jim
re
Edward of Deering, Dr. A.Leslie Marsh of■ C,
heati.
Ed
reduced price of $25, to warrant a living
1
1
1 fo
' Portland.
tUUM ’’•T-8 1.T.8 g1by Lothair Jr
foal.
The chief interest centered in the 2,19 Po
George R Palmei, D iver, b m Lady
iFranklin
2 3 2
clan. In this The Seer was looked upon as h The first race started waB the 2,50 class.
F
T_
Jim had
tne pole,
but. F.' W. Hill, Exeter, cm Daisy Franka winner. He however was so sore and Chestnut
Ch
' lin
3 2 3
won the heat very prettily. The E. P. Dearborn, Newburg, b g Ben
lame that ’ he~(K)uld|rot go his clip and, was Betsey
Be
4 4 4
Knox three-year/old, bred bt Cove, Hur
J
distanced in the first heat. Tbe race was Norway
Nc
Time—2i28, 2.31, 2 35.
PROPRIETOR,
Falmouth Foreside, bv Burnham,'
<2.44 class, purse $100,
won in straight heats by Louis P. by Pick- Farm,
Fa
and driven by Ira P. Woodbury, then won a
ering, who in the last heat reduced the am
A,, W, Severance, Brad*
fl
1ford, b s Perfection by
track record to 2.21%. The summaries tie
tie next three heats in gallant style, mak.1
Lothair Jr..
1 2 4 4 1 2 1
ing
tell the story of the other races.
ing a fast and well sustained time for a C. H. Donald, Bangor,
--------------------colt. The following is the summary :
Ibr g Geo. E. by Island
2.19 iLABB—Pune $300.
co!
Chief
2
1
1
2
4
3
3
2,50
class
,
purbe
$100.
f
/
Louis P. b g by Pickering
1 1 1
2
F. W, Hill, Exeter, b s,
so
Silver Sti-e et b m
? 2 2 Da
Some] of Harbinger's get, with their
by Robert
Grameta b m
333 Dandy B., br s,, I. P, Woodbury 3 111 JBroadway,
Smith
4
4
3
1
3
1
2
respective records:
Alb
rt
N.
b
g
C.
F,
York
4
4
2
2
*
The Seer b a
dis.
Aia
E. C. Wl st, Monroe,Eckw
L., ch „ F. A. Lane
5 54 5 E
Quarter.
Halt. Three Quarters. Mil*.
CBabe
a
V
an
H
elmont
............................................. 2.194
3 3 2 3 2 dr
HA:
Chestnut Jim, ch g J. R, Westcott, 2 3 3
4
esein
36%
1.11%
1.47%
Ch
Hau^ue........ .............................................. 2 264
Time-2.43,
2,40%, 2,40, 2 39%, 2.40, 2,43, HA
detsev g m C. P, Graffam
1 25
3
T
36
1.12
18%
de
H
arebell................................................... 2’304
22-4*43'
SSil
36
1.11
1.46
Xllfc
1Time-2.55%, 2.35%, 2.35%, 2 33%.
ilverbell.................................................. 2 Q94
jThree-minute class, purse $75.
Du
Diana............................................................. 2'34!
~
2.40 Class, Purse $100
r The 2.27 class had five starters with Oak* W. D. Blethen, Dover, chg Amber
MLolly Bawn............................................... *.35
M
Leola bl m by Rock eteller
1
1 1 dai Dot at the pole for tbe fir t heat.
Silver King................................................ 2-87 4
bby Prescott
111 P
;
Pr
rince
Harbinger.................................. 2.861
Miss Vida b m
4 2 2 dale
_
S'
1.
Guptill,
Milo,
g
g
D.
S,
2
2
3
A
n
Fanny
W.
wen
in
three
straight
and
closely
A'
nsel W. (4 yews)..................................... 2.50
Hilton b g
2 3 4 Fa
A.
N,
Pierce,
Bangor,
b
s
Oldmark
3
3
2
Na
Thompson blk g
3 4 5 contested
CQC
heats, Black Nathan pushing her II.
j|. C, Wingate, Sebec, b s Champion 4 4 4 Cai
Seersucker b s
5 5 5 —
Lucky* Nelson, 2.391, j Recordmade in 1893,
Lu
all the time and[fioishing so close with her
JTime-2.35%, 2.31%, 2.31.
RuelR
6 6 6 al1
Daisy Coburn b m
dis
in
Milo Races, Aug. 24,
Fo
in tthe third as to make it almost a dead
For Further Particulars please
Quarter.
Half. Three-quarters. Mile.
.
send for Card, etc.
It W.ll be seen that the third heat
22.37 class, purse $100,
38
J-53
2.31% heat.
hea
m5 3t
was particularly fast for a half mile track. W, D. Blethen, Dover, ch g
__
38%
1.16%
1.55
2.33% wa
114 4
1
39
1 1718“ 1.55
2.34
Th.
The summary :
e Amber by Pretcott
E. P, Dearborn, Newburg, bg
/K
Four. Year Old Race.
2.2,27 clabs—$200.
Dalrymple by Victor
2 2 1 2 2 Mi
Calcalli br s by Rockefeller
2 1 1 Fannie
_
W,, b m C. P.iWe«c^ft
1 1
1 B. W. Doble Jr., Milo, g a
Mattie Wilkes b f
1
2 2 Black Nathan, blk s, A, E. Rushed
3 2 2 VVon Gideon by Caance
4 3 2 1 3
Job nos ca b s
3 3 2 H
ej
Helen
M.. brim C, P. Graffim
4 3
5 J. (G. Walker. b g Jir-mv W .,
0 a 3 3 3
Quarter.
Half. Three-quarters, Mile.
W
h
Wnthrop
Pilot, brs., W, D. Ramsdell 5 4
3 TTime—2.34%, 2.31%, 2 32%, 2.348%, 2.34,
87%
1.16%
1.56
2.40
Oak
Oakdale Dot
rlt
2 5 4
22,27 class, purse $150.
39
1.17
1.57
2.37
TTime—2,28%, 2.28, 2,26%.
a.
a. N. P erce, Bangor, b g Elgin by
TThis splendid thoroughbred horse is
38%
i.i7%
1.55%
2 35
-----------------------------aL
Lothair Jr.,
'1
1 1aaddescendant of all the most fashionable
G,
G. R. Palmer, Dover, 'b m Lady
str
strains in the running horse pedigree,
New Hampshire 10 the Front,
2 2 2 an
RAGES AT ROCKLAND
EFFranklin
E.
P, Dearborn, Newburg, b m Dotty
Kand you will find his blood lines in the
Tbe American Horse Breeder in a re
D
3 4 4 best
bes of our trotters of today. Having
-------------r
cent issue says it is a great Honor to New
F. JH. Wiggin, Etna, b g GouldBoy 4 3 5 sec
secured the services of this horse from
Rockland, Aug. 23.
F,
Hampshire breeders for a horse raised in
j August meet at the Knox DrivingPark H
H.jE. Haley, Monroe, bm Sharpness 6 5 3aa : friend I shall have him make the
The
Time—2'30, 2.27, 2.30.
sea
that state to beat such a field of good ones
season at Fearnaught Farm, Manches
opened this afternoon with a large attendance
as ‘‘Lady Wilkin 2.15%,” “Whist 2.13%,”
------------------ter,
ter, Maine, for the paltry sum of
and “Fred Wi.kes” and reduce a track rec- and
and two very exciting races. The attendance
TROTTING AND PACING RACES.
demonstrated the fact that a re
ord 3 % seconds as “Jubilee Wilkes 2.21” particularly
part
IF±Nr-<e D^]^lar?s:
vival
of
the
race
course
is
a
r
popular
move
in
did at Laconia, N. H., last week. Dr. F. viva
cas
cash
down, for! the season of 1893.
Gerald remarks in a recent letter as fol- Knox
Kno county. The track alter the recent
T
The fair n 1 the Waldo and Penobscot No
Now is the time to improve your brood
lows : “In my opinion Quinn's Ointment ra
in and one day’s hot sun was in the pink of Agi
rain
Agricultural Societies at Monroe, on Sept. ma
mares, so you can furnish what the
is the best preparation ever made to remove con
condition and the time hung from the judge's 19
19, 20, and 21, will be the scene of some pul
public call for, handsome road horses,
bunches. I have removed two splints and st
stand could have easily been exceeded.
inte
and possessing more extreme speed
interesting trotting and pacing races and and
a curb and have half a box left. It seems
T
The
to be i ainless in its action which is some
T ' judges were C. S.JBorrety of Boston, jlarger purses are offered this year. The than any other style of breeding,
g
judging by the records.
thing I have never seen with any other Dr.
Dr. Farnum and J. F, Fogler; timer, F. A.
entries
will close Saturday, Sept. 9, at 11 j S
Creamer of WispaBset.
en
1
Send for pedigree in full.
blister. I have recommended its use for Cre
m. Mr. E. H. Nealleyof Monroe is sec
The
aa m
at least two years.” Testimonials of this
T1 sum:
retary of the societies. The programme is
kind from one of the most prominent
3.( cltsB, purse—Sl^
3.00
reta
gs
1 1
1 as
as ffollows :
breeders in the eastern states should be Cashier
Cast
Manchester, Maine.
Theresa b m
3 2 2
conclusive evidence that Quinn's Ointment The
First Day, Tuesday, Sept, 19,
___ !apr21 Im
2 3 3
is one of the best remedies on the market. H N H g g
No.
Two year olds
$30
Kitty D g m
6 4 5No
. 1
For curbs, splints, spavins, windpuffs and KjP
St Patrick ch g
7 6 4
“ 2 Three year olds
50
all bunches it h is no equal. Sent by mail Lightfoot
Ligh
blk
5 5 7
C 3 Three minute class
100
or express prepaid upon receipt of $1.50 Daisy
Dais N g m
8 7 8
Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 20.
per bottle. Address W. B. Eddy & Co., Miss
Miss Gay br m
9 9 6,,.
$75
Cushnoc
Jr
br
3
4
8 dr No,
o' 4 Four year olds
Whitehall, N. Y., unless you can obtain it Cush
go
Time-2.42%, 2.10%, 2.37%.
“‘ < 5 Stallions
from your druggist.
Ti
“ 6 Two-thirty class
175
The summary:
2 50 class, pur»e $100.
St. Ives b s by Harbinger
Nameless b s
Harry b g
Narcus b g
Thompson bl g
Mollie Garfield
Jim Gray b g
Riley b s
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CHANCE FOR A
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lands

< INDIAN
’
TERRITORY
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R
ROCK
ISLAND
ROUE

HARBINGER 1899.

HH. J. BRACKETT,
PPITTSFIELD,

ME.

BINNACL.E.

E.
Ei L. NORCROSS,

J!

Third Day, Thursday, Sept. Jll.

No. 7 Two-forty class
$150
< c 8 2,88 pacing race
150
9 Sweepstakes
240
Ample arrangements will be made [for
exhibitors to show their stock in front of
the grand stand each day of the fair,
The races will be male heats, best 3 in
5 to harness, excepting No. 1, which will
be half mile heats, be6t 2 in 8.
(

S]
Special
Agents Wanted.
J

This Order Is authorized to do business in the
State of Maine, The Best Endowment Plan in the
world. Absolutely safe and sound. Splendid in,
ducements to good men, Mention paper.
<e to
duce
KING & CO., 8 Union Square, *
, City,
or
to
F,
W,
LAPHAM
1
,
Box
746,
W
p
nine.
or to
xy
'Qrier
'>ceH
IF Always

worl

TURF FARM

8
All races will be conducted by tbe rules
of tbe National Trotting Association.
The races will be started at 1.30 p. m
The parses are to be divided as follows:
50 per cent to the first horse, 25 per cent
to the second (horse, 15 per cent to the
third horse, 10 per cent to the fourth horse.

RACES IN OXFORD COUNTY.
Fryeburg, Aug. 23.
Under the auspices of the Gentleman’s
Driving Parx, races came off today on the
rack of the West Oxford Agricultural asso*
ciation. Summary:
2.55 class, purse—$100.
Ned Allen M Jordan
111
Milo F P Fox
2 2 5
Kingstreet N S Foss
5 3 2
Edwin R Liuscott
3 4 4
Pans Boy. Young Brothers
4 5 3
Time—2.37%, 2 36, 2.40.
2.50 class, purse—$50.
Smut J F Hutchins
111
Dick L E Wiggins
22 2
Harry F N S Foss
3 3d
Transit Clarence Day,
64 4
Jack J S Ames
46 5
Spider George Newcomb
55 8
* Black Beauty David Wakefield
88 6
Eastern Queen J Pledge
77 7
Time—2.44%, 2.44%. 2.44%.

Hustling Cull,.

When the long, bright day is done
And the last rays of tht».sun
With a fading light the hilltops fair adorn
It is sweet to rest awhile,
And a moment to beguile.
In listening to the rustling of the corn.
Oh, that music soft and low
When the summer breezes blow.
Bringing back the happy scenes of childhood's
morn.
When through the summer day
I have whiled the hours away
flaying hide and seek amid the rustling corn!

AND

HOME.

AT HAND

In a dangerous emergency, Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral is prompt to act and sure to
cure. A dose taken on the first symptoms
of Croup or Bronchitis, checks further prog
ress of these complaints. It softens the
phlegm, soothes the inflamed membrane,
and induces sleep. As a remedy for colds,
coughs, loss of voice, la grippe, pneumonia,
and.even consumption, in its early stages,

AYER’S
Cherry Pectoral
excels all similar preparations. It is en
dorsed by leading physicians, is agreeable to
the taste, does not interfere with digestion,
and needs to be taken usually in small doses.
“From repeated tests in my own family,
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral has proved itself a
very efficient remedy for colds, coughs, and
the various disorders of the throat and
lungs.”—A. W. Bartlett, Pittsfield, N. H.
“For the last 25 years I have been taking
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for lung troubles, and
am assured that its use has

Saved My Life
I have recommended it to hundreds. I find
the most effective way of taking this medi
cine is In small and frequent doses.*’ —T. M.
Matthews, P. M., Sherman, Ohio.
“My wife suffered from a cold; nothing
helped her but Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral which
effected a cure.”—R. Amero, Plympton, N. S.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maas.

Prompt to act, sure tocure
THE IDEAL SILO.
Illustrated Directions For the Construe*
tion of a Round Silo.

The ideal shape of a silo is that of •
cylinder. This gives less wall exposure
to the ensilage and does away with the
Through the dim, uncertain light,
I can see the phantom bright
corners. It combines the elements of
Of a loved one who, in childhood's rosy morn, greatest strength with the least amount
From our home was called away.
of building material and can be built at
And her shout and laughter gay
Seems to echo faintly through the rustling less cost than any other good silo, ac
corn.
cording to the latest authority in such
matters—namely, Professor F. H. King
Like a dream these pleasures flew.
of the Wisconsin experiment station*
With the years returned anew;
Little ones within my cottage home were We here reproduce from the annual re
born
port of the station Professor King’s illus
And once more I hear the shout,
trated directions for building a round
Hear the running in and out.
Happy children hiding in the rustling corn.
silo.
The foundation of the round silo, as of
Many years have passed away,
any other form, should comWt of ma
And my hair is turning gray,
Gone are all the loved ones of life's rosy sonry, and if the wall does not extend
mofS,
more than 18 inches above the surface of

LAYING AND LEVELING FOUNDATION OF
ROUND SILO.

the ground outside its thickness need not
exceed 12 to 18 inches. Wherever the
silo is an attachment to a basement barn
and where it
practicable to do so. the
bottom of the silo should extend to the
level of the floor upon which the stock is
fed. The round silo of wood may be set
upon a stone basement extending 8 or 10
feet below the surface of the ground ae
readily and wVh the same advantages as
any other type. Indeed 1 would urge
the practice generally of sinking the bot
tom of the silo at least two if not three
feet below the bottom of the feeding
stable wherever the ground is dry enough
to prevent water from draining into it.
Silage can be readily fed out from this
depth, and the increase of depth thus
secured is very important.
In the first cut is shown one method
of laying and leveling the foundation
wall where it is only 2 to 3 feet high.
A is a center post with top level with
the top of the proposed wall. B B
are boards nailed to stakes w th their
tops level with the top of the center post,
and C is a straight edge which turns on
a pin at A. A simpler method is to drive
down a stake like a fork handle at the
center and then bore a hole through a
board large enough to slip easily over
the stake; then cutting this board to the
length of the radius of the silo wall it
can be turned about in determining the
position of the outer edge of the wall.
When the wall is once started, it can be
laid up with the plumb or level, as any
other wall is. In bringing the wall to a
level a long straight edge may be used
reaching from the center to the wall, or
it may be laid upon the wall directly
stretching from point to point like the
chord of a circle. The top of the wall in
side should be beveled so as to nearly
meet the lining of the structure above, as
shown in the second cut.

Is oof macle from extracts, bat
is itself ap extract of roots apd
herbs, apd is therefore much
strop^er thap apy preparation
made from extracts. We have
a pew apd improved process by
which we obtaip a powerful ex
tract from the pure materials^
apd at a much less expepse
thap by the old methods. We
are thereby enabled to $ive you
a better preparatiop for less
mopey thap
our competitors
offer you.
It coptaips po po
tassium or irop, apd is purely
vegetable*
Allen Sarsaparilla *o.. Woodfords, Me.

There is only one pure salt
and that is

Worcester

Salt
This statement is easily
proved either true or false.
Write us for a test.
Nash, Whiton & Co., New York.

But I feel their presence near,
Long forgotten voices hear.
While listening tC the rustling of the corn,
—IBoston Transcript.
Vermont Farms.

CONSTRUCTION OF ALL WOOD ROUND SILO,

During the last two years of the civil
war, and for a few years following its
‘close, Vermont, in common with all New
England, experienced a wonderful “boom’'
in real estate Farm produce of all kinds
found a read f market, and at a good pay
ing price. Farmers made money rapidly,
and farms increased rapidly in value, but
still more rapidly in valuation. Land was
often sold for more than 10 times its real
value, if measured by its productive capac
ity. Many young men bought farms at
such exhorbitant figures, often paying but
a few hundred dollars down, and mortgag
ing for the balance. In some instances the
productive capacity of the farms then
bought, was so low that a profit of 1 per
cent of the face of the mortgage could not
annually be realized by their cultivation.
In such cases, failure was inevitable.
And it would have been inevitable in Illi
nois as well as Vermont. Finally the boon
reached its height, and when the financial
crash of 1873 came, the bubble burst. The
demand for farms almost ceased, and val
uations decreased and have constantly
been decreasing until the present time,but
better methods of farming have been in
troduced, and the real values of Vermont
farms have been increased, and are still on
thr; increase. More can now be produced
upon an acre than ever before, and the
number of farms now offered for sale for
less than the intrinsic value is very small.
—[American Agriculturist.

In the second illustration is shown the
construction of an all wood round silo.
Sills 2 by 4 cut in sections on a radius of
the silo circle, bedded in mortar and toenailed together. Plates the same, spiked
to tops of studding. Studding 2 by 4 one
foot apart. Short lengths may be used,
lapped to get the depth; sixteens and four
teens will give a silo 30 feet deep. Lining
made from fencing ripped in two. Out
side sheeting the same. Siding for silos
under 80 feet outside diameter, common
siding rabbeted. For silo3 more than 28
feet outside diameter common drop sid
ing or shiplap m»y be used. A shows
ventilators between studding. Auger
holes are bored at bottom between stud
ding, and the boards lack two inches of
reaching plate at top inside. Both sets
of openings are covered with wire cloth
to keep out vermin. There should be a
line of feeding doors from top to bottom,
each 2 to 3 feet by 5 feet and about 2 to
5 feet apart.
When the round silo is not practicable,
Professor King advises the form to be w
nearly square as may be. The long, nar
row silo is to be avoided on account of
the extra side exposure.

Small Fruit Hints.

Give shallow cultivation to all small
fruit plauts every week in July. Good
growth this month practically determines
the value of bearing canes and vines the
following season.
Liberal mulching and frequent cultiva
tion are essential to this end.
The pinching back of late new shoots of
raspberries and blackberries should be con
tinued.
The bearing cane3 of raspberries should
te cut near the ground immediately after
fruiting md burned.

Many
;4*
have
slurs or brush
patches vL.c . < ccrpy \nluank land and
mar the be.i^.y of ,mniy a fair landscape
These a ro neg meted many times because
the owner hs- cm c ived the noth n that
their stibJtUMHon is not very easy. While
the labor ma? be hard the reward is sure
If the work is thoroughly doue and per
formed just tue right time. We have sub
dued Black Locust and other sprouting
trees aud shrubs by cutting to the ground
early in the spring, which encourages the
greatest possible growth of sprouts during
the summer, and in August, when the
wood begins to harden, cut the new
growth close to the ground. The second
■ cutting is easily done and the result is
most effectual The above ha3 been our
practice, which has succeeded.—[Western
Rn rul

:."FOR SALE I.::::--------------- THE IENTIRE----------------

COLLECTION OF TROTTING STOCK
THE PROPERTY OF---------

Tim Goll farm, AiiDuni. Me,
CONSISTING

OF

BROOD MARES OF BREEDING AND
min.
Youngters by such x Sires as Rockefeller
Messenger Wilkes, 2.23, Warrener, BayWilkes, S.15, Sir Nutwood, Kremlin, 2.
Stamboul, 2,07L etc.
Write for Particulars and Catalogues to

F. H. BRIGGS. AUBURN, MAINE.
SAVINGS BANKBOOK LOST.
I have been notified in writing by Willard
B. French of Turner that hia book ot deposit
No. 11780 Issued toi him by Auburn Savings
Bank is lost er stolen. If said book shall not
be presented at said Bank within six months
after the last publication of this notice, a
duplicate book will be issued to him accord
ing to the laws of Maine.
Geo. H. Brown, Treasurer of Auburn Sav
ing sBank. Auburn Me, August 25 1893
Sept 13w

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
I Lave been notified in writing by W. H.
French of Turner that bis book of deposit No.
10709 issued to him by Auburn Savings Bank
is lost or stolen. If said book shall not be
presented at said Bank within six months
after the last publication of this notice, a
duplicate book will be Issued to him accord
Ing to the laws of Maine,
Geo. H. Brown, Treasurer of Auburn Sav
ings Bank, Auburn Me. Aug nst 25 1898,
Sept. 13w

TURF,
THE

TROTTING STANDARD.

r_

As Revised and Adopted by the Amer
,h
ican Trotting Register Association, April

6,

1892.

___________

FARM

Third—Any boree that is the sire of two
pacers with records of 2.25 or ba tar.
Fourth—Any horse that is the sire of
one trotter with a record of 2.30 or better,
provided he has either of the following adtional qualificstions : 1—A trotting record
1of 2.25 or better* 2—Is the sire of two
other animals with trotting records of 2.35.
«3—Has a sire or dam that is already a standard
trotting animal.
<
Fifth—Any mare that has produced a
trotter
with a record of 2.30,
t
Sixth—The progeny of a standard trot
ting
horse when out of a standard trotting
t
1mare.
Seventh—Auy mare whose sire is standard and whose first and second dams are
by
b a standard horse.
These changes apply also to the rules
regulating
the pacing standard.
r

AnD

HOME

9

Wilder Patchen blk s by Victor
Patchen
4 4 4
Long John b g
5 dr
Bethel, Aug. 23.
Time —2.41, 2.40%, 2.37%,
Jennie J, Belle Chase, and Gypsy Jf,
•Editor Turf, Farm and Home:
The August meeting given by Riverside, 1appeared for the free for all pace, They
positions in order named. At the word
]Park Association at Bethel opened Wed- drew
’
r
nesday,
Aug, 23, being set forward one 1go Jennie J stepped to the front and held
lead to the distance flig where a tan
day
on account of rain.
The weather was the
t
d
aall that could be desired, track in fine 1gled break cost her the heat, Belle Chase
sshape and a large and enthusiastic crowd. being first at the wire with Gypsy second.
There were three races on the card for O
( u getting the word In the second heat
J drew out and showed first at the
this
afternoon, 2.37 pace and trot, free for Jennie
e
t
all,
pacers, and a matched race between tturn and was not headed after winning the
a
tthe bay stallion Griffin, by Messenger heat
and race hands down.
*
j
Summary :
Duroc, and the b’ack stallion Owoissa, by
Same day:
Onawa. This race was called first. Had
t
there
been pool selling Owoissa would JJennie Jbr m by Daniel Boone 3 111
Belle Chase b m by Robinson
hhave sold favorite, but Jriffin would not
D
12 2 3
have
lacked
supporters.
The
bay
horse
(
h
Gypsy Jib m by Macbeth
2 3 3 2
Time—f 29%, 2.26%, 2,24%, 2 24%.
drew
the pole and although Owoissa gave
d
Mr. A. H. Merrill of Danvers, Mass.,
hhim a game race was not headed for the
tlthree heats.
v was starter, W. J, Wheeler of South Pari8
Summaay:
aand C. M. Wormell of Bethel judges; W.
£Griffin b s
11 11R. Chapman of New York and J. B, Rob
o
Owoissa blk s
2 2 2 iinson of Oxford timers
Thursday dawned dark and cloudy and
Time—2.32, 2.31%, 2.30.
Of the ten horses entered in the 2.37 early in the forenoon the rain commenced to
fall in torrents and the association decided
p
pace and trot, only five faced the starter, that they must declare the second day's
,
Nettie
G,
John
Horne,
Byrl
C
t
Long
John
r
races off as postponement had already
N
sad havop with their finances, con
and
Wilder P.tohen, who drew positions worked
w
a
sequently
a large number of horses which
in the order named. With very little scor- h
in
had
been
entered and were on the grounds
i_
ing they'got the word. Nettie Gfrw out ccould do nothing but wend their way home
of
t< wait for the fair which will be held on
0 the bunch on the turn closely followed to
b John Horne and Byrl C,
by
Wilder the 19, 20 and 21 of September.
The association found that their track
p
Patchen
made a bad break and was left in w
was a trifle short and moved the fence at
th
the rear. Aft?r a rattling drive John Horne the
tl first turn which improves it greatly and
th
makes it now of exact length.
won
the heat by a small margin, Long n
w
J
John
beiDg sick was drawn.
Although hotly contested the race was
SAVING'S BANK BOOK LOST.
never in doubt after the first heat, Wilder
n
been notified in writing by Marion F.
Patchen's
repeated breaks loosing him all Smith
S I have
P
of Auburn that her Book of deposit is
cl
chance of winning.
susued to her by Auburn Saving's Bank and
numbered 8780 and 125691s lost. If said Book
Summary :
shall not be presented at the Bank before the
of six months after the last pub
Same day:
eexpiration
i
lication of this notice a dublicate book will be
issued
to
her
according to the laws of Maine.
John
Horne
br
g
1
1
1
is
NN
Nettie G br m by Glenarm
2 2 4 i'Geo. H. Brown, Treasurer of Auburn Sav
ing's
Bank.
Auburn
August 17th 1893.
B
Byrl C br m
3 3 2 n
3w 17 24 31
_
THE BETHEL MEETING

In order to define what constitutes s
sa
standard bred trotting horse, and to ea
tablish a breed of trotters and pacers on s
>a
more intelligent basis, the following rulea
are adopted to control admission to regiss-
j.
tration. When an animal meets the requirements of admission and is duly regiss-
d
tered, it shall be accepted as a standard
bred animal.
First. Any trotting stallion tnat has aa
record of two minutes and thirty second2
st
(2.30), or better, provided any of his get
>r
has a record of 2.35 trotting, or better; or
provided his sire or dam is already a stan-dard animal.
—. ........
—
Second. Any mare or gelding that hass
a trotting record of 2.30, or better.
f
Dicinf-wting Foul Places.
Third. Any horse that is the sire of
;The Boston Scientific News calls attentwo trotters with records of 2.30, or bet- t
ter.
, u
1
f ttion to the importance at this season of
Fourth. Any horse that is the sire otf ge
| tting rid of all vile smells about dwelland makes this practical suggestion*
one trotter with a record of 2.30, or better,‘, ings,
i
provided he has either of the following ad-- 3The article commonly used to disinfect
ditional qualifications : I.—A trotting rec-- ffoul places is chloride of lime, but in
2.30 or better.
2.
—Is the sire off rreality it is not of much value. It may
two other animals with trottDg records of_ and
a
generally does, remove bad ^mells
2.35. 3.—Has a sire or dam that is already b
but the cause still remains, as the chloride
a standard trotting animal.
s
destroys the gaseous emanations.
Fifth. Any mare that has produced aa simply
T
trotter with a record of 2.30, or better.
TThe much advertised disinfectants are
Sixth. The progeny of a standard trot-- uusually catch penny nostrums and unting horse when out of a standard trottingj worthy of notice. One of the very best
known disinfectants is old fashioned “copmare.
_
,” or sulphate of iron, which can be
Seventh. The female progeny of a stan-- peras
P
dard trotting horse when out of a mare byT be
b bad very cheap. A barrel of copperas
would probably weigh 300 pounds, and can
a standard trotting horse.
w
Eighth. The female progeny of a stan-- cbe purchased at wholesale price at 1 1-2
dard trotting norse when out of a mare» ce
c' nts per pound. And every family ought,
especially in warm weather, to have a supwhose dam was a standard trotting mare.’ p
1 ply of it on hand. A couple of handfuls
Ninth. Any mare that has a trotting p
record of 2.35, or better, whose sire or. of copperas thrown into a bucket of water
will soon dissolve, and it can then be used
dam is a standard animaL
i
freely, and is a valuable disinfectant. The
best plan is to fill a half barrel or keg
THE PACIN0 STANDARD.
with water, and suspend within it a modAs Revised and Adopted pby the Ameri, erate sized basketful of copperas. In this
way it dissolves more rapidly than when
can Trotting ZR-egtster Associa
thrown to the bottom of the wooden ves
tion, April 6. 1892.
sel, and thus a supply is always at hand
In order to define what constitutes a ready for use.
Know thv Vost.
standard-bred pacing horse, and to estab
lish a breed of pacers on a more intelligent
Never be afraid to look facts in the face
basis, the following rules are adopted to
control admission to registration : When There are some men who never know the
an animal meets the requirements of ad cost of their crops, simply because they
mission and is duly registered, it shall be are airaid to know them. They do not
duly accepted as a standard-bred pacing know what their wheat costs per bushel,
their hay per ton, nor what the expense is
animal.
First any pacing stallion that has a rec of feeding a hog or a atecr for market.
--------- BY---------ord of tvo minutes aad twenty-five seconds They are pretty sure that a good many of
(2.25) or better; provided any of his get these operntio 1.5 leave them no profit, but
has a record of 2.80 pacing, or better; or they have the farm and must run it, and
provided his sire or dam is already a stan
all these things are a cart of the necessary
dard pacing animal.
Second. Any mare or gelding that has a routine of their work. Some of them pay
and some do not pay, but they reason—if
a pacing record of 2.25 or better.
they reason at all—that they must take
Third. Any horse that is the sire of two
Jhe bitter with the sweet. Yet we honestly
pacers with records of 2. 25 or better.
believe that if these men would take the
Fourth. Any horse that is the sire of one trouble to get exact figures and find the
FOR SALE BY
pacer with a record of 2.25 or better, pro cost of each crop and each animal, they
vided he has either of the following additi would then find some means of cutting off
onal qualifications : 1. A pacing record of the unprofitable portions of their work
2.30 or better. 2. Is the sire of two others and substituting something better But
animals with pacing records of 2.30 .3. Ha- as long as it is guess work they do not
And aUiDruggists. Sample sent free to any address bylsending threetwo-cent stamps.
a sire or dam that is alrerdy a standard know where to commence to make things
DR. S. A. TUTTLE, 4 MERRIMAC STREET.
pacing animal.
better. A close and systematic account
Boston, Aug. 5, 1992.
Fifth, Any mare that has produced a of the cost production will do more to in
Dr.
8.
Tu
t
tle:
pacer with a record of 2.25 or betteT.
sure profit on the farm than any other
D
ear SiR—My horse Danuy hud a save on his side last winter and I had it doctored six
Sixth. The progeny of a standard pac single thing that you could undertake.— monthsAt your suggestion last month I applied Tuttle’s Elixir diluted fwith water,I and
m<
aalso
ls gavehim some of your Condition? owners, which effected an immediate! cure, also
ing horse when out of a standard pacing [Acudiau Orchardist.
had tne Elixir applied to some bleeding warts on my cow’s teats, and there it also proved a
mare.
success. My man tried it for his rheumatism, which was so bad that he expected to be
Seventh.
The female progeny of a
obliged to give up work, and he is now nearly well. Having these several cures within a
month I thought it was only a justice to you to know the facts. I am
(Yours trulj,
standard pacing horse when out of a mare
by a standard pacing horse.
Eighth. The female progeny of a stan
dard pacing horse when out of a mare
whose dam is a standard pacing mare.
Ninth. Any mare that has a pacing rec
ord of 2.30 or _ better, whose sire or dam is
a standard pacing animal.
Tenth.
The progeny of a standard
trotting horse, out of a standard pacing
mare, or of a standard pacing horse, out of
standard trotting mare.

$100 REWARD IF NOT CURED
TUTTLE’S ELIXIR.

RHEUMATISM, LAGIRPPE AND PNEUMONIA

GEORGE C. GOODWIN

WHITIAN AGRICULTURAL, WORKS, AOBURN IE. UM

The New Trotting Standard.

At the meeting of the American Trotting
Register Association at Chicago# April 5
luc trotting standard was amended in some
important respects. These changes, which I
do not go into effect untii Jan. 1, 1895, are |
as follows:
1
In order to define what constitutes a
standardbred trotting, horse, and to eatabw
lish a breed of trotter® on a more intelli
gent basis, the foilowing rules are adopted
to control admission to registration. When
an animal meets the requirements of ad
mission and is duly registered it shall be
accepted as a standard-bred trotting an
imal.
First—Any trotting stallion that has a
record of two minutes and thirty seconds
(2.30,) or better; provided any of his get
has a record of 2.35 trotting or ,better ;J or
provided his sire^or dam . is alreadye a stand
ard trotting animal _
*
•
Second—Any mare'or gelding that has ' a
.sire or dam is [already] a standard animal.

ANUFACTURERS, wholesale and retail dealers in Horse Powers, Threshin
Machies, Wood Sawing Machines, Cider Mills, King o tne Cornfield Corr
Planter, Wheelbarrows, Merchandise, Hotel and Bag Trucks, Feed and Root Cutten
Barrel Headers, Harrows, Wagon Jacks, Garden and Lawn Rollers, Fanning Mills, an
a general line of Agricultural Implements and Machines. Jobbers supplies in large o
small quantities. Goods for export a specialty. Send for general catalogue and prices
Machine work and repair work neatly and prompty done.
jnl^8sat-tfhtf
fin Replying to this Advertisement Mention this Paper.

M
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FARM

bauliDg during a wet season her feet were
worn out and I was compelled reluctantly
to have them shod, The hind ones are
[Questions for this department must be still bare and I do not expect to find it nec
accompanied by the name and address Of essary to cover them. More than t at, as
}he sender, not neceesarily for publication soon as I can put a stop to so much forced
but as a proof of good faith. They must traveling on the pike I shall have her front
be distinctly written upon one side of the
paper only. None but questions relating shoes removed again.
I am confident that much more shoeing
to equine topics will receive attention. No
answers by mail or telegraph, except to is indulged in than is either necessary or
conductors of race meetings on questions profitable, A few miles from me lives a
requiring immediate action.
Answers to
questions as to whether horses are standard farmer who for years never bad his horses
and Registered refer to published volumne shod. Traveling b^tiittl" cXeept on dirt
nthe Register only.]
roads, his cxper enccdl o ses no diffic’uty
A. W. T» Woodstock, Vt—I see it or discomfort on going My neighbors have
stated that the Maine bred colts, Brenda, told me that^ng horses could stick on any
Haley, and Naila are trotting quite fast surface with greater ease than those shod
and that they have descended from Fear* unless fresh sharpened. I am not in a
naught dams. Please give their breeding position to learn whether or not he still
in your paper and the breeding of Black continues the practice. All horses would
Spy (Robinson) the sire of Fearnaugbt Spy not stand this treatment, There are many
with poor and detective feet to which it
19722 from Fearnaught dam and oblige
Ans.—Brenda, by Nelson, dam Ebse by would be ciuelty. O 1 the other hand there
Fearnaught Jr. Haley by Nelson, dam are many, and I believe they are in the
Greynose byFearneught. Naila by Messen* • majority, that with a little care, resting at
ger Wilkes, dam Sister Mix by Fearnaugbt proper times and given rational treatment,
Jr.
We are ur able to give the breeding might do excellent -service the year round
of Black Spy, be not being in the Register. without shoes and be the better for it. ft
is worth trying. There are many who
Can any reader supply the information?
could pay tneir taxes with the money they
are giving their blacksmith. In these dull
BARE-FOOT HORSES.
times there is a leak that has not been
stopped. Emancipate yourself from the
Some time ago I read in one of my i blacksmith! Save your money and your
papers a short article by an Eastern writer time, and perhaps save your horse from
on this matter of bare footed horses, says a many a lameness resulting from poor shoe
writer in an exchange.
ing.
He cited an instance of a drayman in one
of the large cities who was then and had
A Squib Worth Reading.
been for some time driving a team of heavy
draft horses
over the hard paved city
F’J. Berry , Union Stock Yards, Chicago,
streets in summer and winter, in mud and
on ice and sleet, and in all the number of remarks as follows : We haveu sed Quinn’s
years they had never been shod.
He as* ointment in our stable for a number of
serted that they stood the work perfectly; years with the beat of satisfaction. It P
that their fettj never got sore; and that the best absorbant we have ever used, and
they practically never slipped on any road wereccomend it haitily to every horse nan.
A testimonial of the abovj character
nor on any kind of weather. I confess the
matter seemed increditable to me, but be from a firm that is so prominently kuown
ing interested in the matter I determined from Maine to California Is pretty conclu
on an experiment along this line with my sive evidence that Quinn’s ointment, which
own team. Last spring when several shoes is so heartily eudorsed, is something tba*
had begun to work loose I went to the every horseman should have in the stable
For curbs, splints, spavins, windpuffs
blacksmith shop and bad all the shoes
Trial box
removed. One of the horses was an old and all bunches it has no equal
one
and had
never been barefoot 25 cents silver or stamps. Regular size
$1,50 delivered. Address W. B, Eddy&
in a term of several years. The other was
Co., Whitehall, N. Y. unless you can ob
young and except a few montht last winter
tain it from your druggisthad never been shod except in front, M)
home is two miles from town on the Nationai Pike. Such a road as this is much
harder on horses' feet than any other I
know of. The small loose stones, the ruts
and the hard and usually rough surface all
combine to twist, scrape and break the
hoof. Before I bad gone half a mile on
my home road the feet of the older horse
became so sore that it was almost im
possible to get home, and since he is my
principal driving horse, to continue the
test with him was an impossibility and I
promptly returned him to the shop.
The other horse I determined to test
as thoroughly as possible and 1 am
firmly of the opinion that a iittle
care would have accustomed her to the
chage annd she would have done very well,
qut being compelled to do some manure

j
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DO YOU WANT

FINE JOB PRINTING
-♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦

OF ANY KIND?
Stock Catalogues,
Pedigrees,
Office Stationery,

Circulars.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ WE

FUR/NISH ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Fine » Engravings
FOR ILLUSTRATING CATALOGUES, &c.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Call or Write for Estimates.
ADDRESS BUSINESS MANAGER.

TURF, FARM 5 HOME
No. 6 Court St.,

AUBURN, - - MAI/NE.

i

Ripans Tabules

f
'
J
\
•
;
J
*
;
f
|

Ripans Tabules act gently
but promptly upon the liver,
stomach and intestines; cure
habitual constipation, dispel
(folds, headaches and fevers.
One tabule taken at the first
symptom of indigestion, billiousness, dizziness, distress
after eating, or depression of
spirits, will promptly remove
the whole difficulty.

::
:
*
:
*•
:

Ripans Tabules are com
pounded from a prescription
widely endorsed by the highest medical authorities and are
presented in a form that is becoming the fashion with physicians and patients every
where.

R. H. UAINTREE, M.D.
54 Franklin Street, Lewiston, Maine.

[RTF a successful treatment is what a patient expects and not a course of treatment which
takes hard earned dollars but shows no beneficial results]

ALL PRIVATE AND SECRET DISEASES OF EITHER SEX.

Gonorrhoea, Stricture, Gleet, Leuchorrhcea, Syphilitic and
Scrofulous Ulcers and Eruptions, Piles, Impotency and Im
pediments to Marriage, Nervous and General Debility. All
diseases arising from Indiscretions of either sex.
ALL FEMALE TROUBLES, Irregularities, Obstructions, and Blood Impurities, &c, &c.,
onfldentially Cured.
825,000 in Premiums,
DR. DA1NTKJEE is conceded to be the most successful Specialist for th se troubles, and
thl3is his third year of practice tn Lewiston, many hundreds in both Lewiston and
Offered by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. of
uburn have been cured by his treatment after others have failed.
Charges Moderate* Cm guttation Free. Office hours: 9 a. m. to 9 P. M. Week days and St, Louis, Mo. The one guessing nearest the
n vys.
number of people who will attend the World’s
Fair gets $5,000.00, the; second $1,000.00, etc.
Ten Star Tobacco Tags entitles you to agusss.
Ask your dealer for particulars or send for
*1=.(
WiAO circular.
may!7 3m

R. H. OAlNTREE. MO

t

1

:

One Box (Six Vials) Seventy-five Cents.
One Package (Four Boxes) Two Dollars.

|

:'
::
::

<
;
:

RipansTabuJes may be ob- ,

I tamed of nearest druggist; or •:
: by mail on receipt of price.
j

Foj free sample address
rp:ws CHEMICAL co.

f

NEW YORK.

::
:
:■

T
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CARRIAGES
FASHIONABLE. DURABLE AND3CHEAPI

SPECIAL

URGESTIIMNIJIIICTORY IN MAINE.

• MERRELL & SOULE. Syracuse. N. Y

Fity Building Lots For Sale.

HOME

II

Every Reader of this Periodical
WILL BE AT

ONCE

INTR STED IN

OUR

ATTENTION IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

is directed to a large line of of Surreys and
arryalls, All kinds of running gear made to
order,

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.

AND

REPAIRING STRICLY ATTENDED TO.

C. T. NEVENS
CORNER TURNER ANO PLEASANT STS.

The opportunity of a life-time presents itself to you. We have
effected arrrangements whereby every person who reads or becomes
acquainted with the facts published in this announcement, may secure at
once, in connection with a subscription for this paper, and at a ridiculously
low expense—a more bagatelle in comparison with what we have now to
offer, namely, an intrinsic value equal, in cash, to about

$30. FOR $3.00
LOR, YOU CAN SECURE IT FREE I SEE OUR OFFER BELOW.]
A Thesaurus of Priceless Value asa Treasury of Knowledge

SALESMEN I

For the people, that world-renowned, most popular of all Encyclopaedias,
in the English language,

WE WANT MORE

4th, 5th, 6th and L7th Streets, Prospect
New Auburn. Fine dry soil, good
ONHill,
drainage, city water, and a commanding A. GrEIVTS
view of both cities, which cannot be sur At home or to travel. Salary or commission.

passed. Will be sold for cash, or on install- Cash advanced for expenses. Good territory for
ment plan, at moderate prices. Inquire
)hose who apply early. Write for terms. 1
JOHN F. COBB
R. G. CHASE & CO.,
odtf
Be cm J Pickard Block.
23, Pemberton Sq., Boston, Mas«.
TFHm23 8t

* t'ueri Baby was sicr, we gave her Castona
When she was a Child, she cried for Castor!®.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castor*
<btu she bad Children, she gave them Castor*

TRAINING STABLES

Chambers’ Encyclopaedia,

I have concluded to locate and condu«a
PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE at the kite
track, Old Orchard, Maine, for the season of
1893. Horses committed to my charge will
receive my undivided attention. The best of
stable accommodations and a track unsur
passed for training purposes.
|

J. F. IIAI WES, Old Orchard, Hie.
may 5 2m

CREAMERY AND DAIRY, . . .
WATERLOO, IOWA,
Is the paper for the Creamery, Dairy and
Cheese Factory. It Is the handsomest publi
cation of its class.
Excellent adveitlsing
medium. Monthly: $1.00 per year. Send
for free sample copy.

SOLD °R EXCHANGED

Horses, Hara Marriages

IIREYOUTO&ILWJIHGMARRB

You to breathe? Is your breath offensive?
Does your head and throat fill with offensive
mucus? Do you have ringing sounds In your
ears, causing partial dearness? Does your
head feel so Dadly that you can hardly think
to take advantage of your business, and be
sides making you miserable? OUR MOTTO:
KS ^xaJ'NO RELIEF NO PAY.”

Now Is It not worth your effort to get well and
I feellike yourself again? Write or call on
WARD WELL’S CATARRH CURE CO.,
29 Lisbon Street, Lewiston Me.
may26 lm

F. E. DENHAM. AUBURN, ME.
Canada and Michigan Horses; good drivers
«- Business, mile from city, Turner Road—
Hackett place. Good assortment.
jy20-ly

FOR 8ALE

3 LOW* RATE ONEWAY EX-

fine pair of bay horses with Black points
six and seven years old. own brothersSleeping
Have two white feet behind stand 15 3 safe rilDQinMQ in Tourist
for anybody to drive, an extra good road
L U n O | U IN O Cars, weekly, from Bos
team with considerable speed sired Dy Whale ton, every TUESDAY to Chicago and the
bone Knox.
West; every WEDNESDAY to Seattle,Tacome
and all points on the Pacific Coast; every
FRIDAY to St. Paul, Minneapolis and all
points North West. Send for pamphlets give
Jylm
ing all information, to C. E. MoPHERSON, 16
Washington Street. Boston. marchl6eodtfh

A

ADDRESS BOX 64 - - LISBON ME.

OVER 12.000 PAGES
BEING A BEAUTIFUL, CLEAR REPRINT OF THE EDINBURGH AND
LONDON EDITION OF CHAMBERS’ ENCYCLOPAEDIA, A LIBRARY OF
UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PEOPLE, WITH VERY LARGE AD
DITIONS UPON TOPICS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO AMERICAN READ
ERS, AND GIVING AMERICAN STATISTICS OF POPULATION DOWN TO
AND INCLUDING THE CENSUS OF 1890.
J
REMEMBER, this great Encyclopaedia contains thousands upon thousands of articles, embrac
ing all subjects within the limits of human knowledge; yet, in its more than 27,000 specially prepared
articles, while giving pointed, practical, explicit and most interesting and instructive information
both for the student and the general reader, are free from ambiguous technicalities and compara
tively void of the mass of scientific signs, symbols and foreign nomenclature which crowd the pages
of most other cyclopedias prepared for scientific and professional use alone. The Philadelphia Press
well says:
“ The particular and unique value of this Encyclopaedia is its happy solution of the problem of
fullness ana conven’ence. It is neither bulky uor superficial. It is the book of reference for the
million.'1
Chambers1 Encyclopaedia has always occupied a front place among the cyclopedic works to be
coveted.
Do you ever want to post yourself easily and speedily, on some facts or matters belonging to
the domain of Biography, Chemistry, Religion, Geography, Medicines, Health and Disease, Physical
or Mental Recreation In Popular Games, etc.; Literature, Natural Philosophy, Astronomy, Agriculture,
Mathematics, or any of the Arts and Sciences ? If you do, avail yourself of this opportunity to secure
a set of this great Encyclopaedia.
Do you enjoy an occasional leisure hour of delightfully interesting, entertaining and instructive
reading, and do you desire to supply yourself with a vast library of such matter, full of variety in all
Its departments ? If you do, avail yourself of this opportunity to provide yourself with this invalu
able and popular Encyclopaedia.
Do you seek a suitable gift, one having intrinsic value, to present to your relative, or friend, or
to your own library, or for the edification of the folks of your own household ? If you do, here is
your exceptional opportunity.
Do you appreciate occasions for securing extraordinary bargains, and would you secure a set of
this Encyclopaedia free ? Now is your opportunity. See full particulars in our Special Offer, given
below:

OUR UNPRECEDENTED OFFER.
The regular retail price of the imported edition of this immense
reference library, is $30.00. The cost to you for a full set, complete,
printed on good paper, in beautiful, clear type, and durably bound in flex
ible covers, delivered, free of cost to you, together with one year’s sub
scription for this paper, will only be $4 QQ
We will give, and deliver free,

To Every New or Old Subscriber,
A set of the Encyclopaedia, complete, together with a year’s subscription
for this paper, on receipt of
qq
Here is the opportunity of a lifetime to obtain, for a mere trifle, a
full and complete set of the revised and completed edition of Chambers’
Encyclopaedia. The demand will be large. Therefore those who would
make sure of avoiding delay, should act at once. Orders will be filled
promptly and in turn as received. But we advise immediate attention. Let
all act promptly. Address,

TURF, FARM ANDiHOME.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IAUBURN.1IMAINE.
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SEASON OF" 1893
1-8 Mlle in 15 Sec.

1-4 Mile In 30 Sec.

BAYARD WILKES
ixth heat of a rac

2.15.

.

which he won. Winner of three faster heats in a race
than any horse ever owned in Maine.

Sire ALCANTARA 2.23 at 4 years.
Chronos........................... 2.12J
Nightingale......................2.13$
Bayard Wilkes................ 2.15
Allen Lowe...................... 2.164
And 43 others in

Lightning.............................2.17
Miss AHce............................. 2.171
Raven........................
2.181
Attractive............................ 2.18J
2.30 list. 4

Sire of
Autograph................
2.181
Georgia H............................2.191
Empress Eugenie............... 2.191
Ainambra............................. 2.20

1st dam BARCENA, trial 2.28, Dam of Bayard Wilkes 2.15;
Bertha, full sister to Bayard Wilkes (dam of Diablo 2.141, at 3 yrs.) and
Alaric, sire of Victor B. 2.20^, by Bayard 2.31, sire of Kitty Bayard 2.12|
(world's race record over half mile track), and 12 others in 2.80 list; son
of Pilot, Jr., sire of the dams of Maud S. 2.08J, Jay-Eye-See 2.06J pacing
and 2.10 trotting.

2d dam BLANDlNA, dam of six sons and one daughter Barcena, that have produced 2.30 performers, by Mambrino Chief.

3d dam the BURCH MARE, dam of Donald 2.27 and Rosa
lind 2.214, by Parker's Brown Pilot.

TERMS S1OO.OO BY THE SEASON,
Payable at time of service, with free return the following year to mares not proving in . foal.
All engagements must be made in writing and blanks for that purpose will be furnished
in application.

Limited to 40 First-Cluse Mares.
Season commences March 1st, closes July 15lh.
all communications must be addressed to

C. P. DRAKE, - - - Lewiston, Maine.
CEEAT

SFSmK MEAD QUiaTEdT.

Colts Handled for Speed.
Horses Fitted for Market and Sold
S
o
u
N
D

SAVE THE TAGS.
t'.ie Hjndrpj ard Srtj-Thrae Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars,

$173,250.00
!n valuable Presents to be Civen Away in Return for

SPEAR HEAD TAGS.
1 , i 55 STEM WINDING ELGIN GOLD WATCHE3........................................... 834,650 00
5,775 FINE imported french opera glasses, morocco body,
BLACK ENAMEL TRIMMINGS, GUARANTEED ACHROMATIC... 28,875 00
23,100 IMPORTED
GERMAN BUCKHORN HANDLE, FOUR BLADED
POCKET KNIVES.................................................... 777............................................ 23,100 00
1 * 5,500 ROLLED gold watch charm rotary telescope tooth
1 1 5.500 LARGE PICTURES (14x28 inches) IN ELEVEN COLORS, for framing,
i
no advertising on them.................. ..................................................... .............. 88,855 00
261,030 PRIZES. AMOUNTING TO..................................... $173,250 00

The above articles will be distributed, by counties, among parties who chew SPEAR
2IEAD Plug Tobacco, and return to us the TIN TAGS taken therefrom.
.
We will distribute 226 of these prizes in this connty as follows:
To THE PARTY sending us the greatest number of SPEAR HEAD
TAGS from this county we will give...................................................... 1 GOLD WATCH.
To the FIVE PARTIES sending us the next greatest number of
SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each, 1 OPERA GLASS...5 OPERA GLASSES.
To the TWENTY PARTIES sending us the next greatest number
of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1 POCKET
KNIFE........................................................................................................ 20 POCKET KNIVES.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1
ROLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM ’ TOOTH PICK........................... 100 TOOTH JICKS.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1
LARGE PICTURE IN ELEVEN COLORS................................................. 00 PICTURES.

Total Number of Prizes for this County, 226.
CAUTION.—No Tags will be received before January 1st, 1894, nor after February 1st,
1894. Each package containing tags must be marked plainly with Name of Sender, Town,
County, State, and Number of Tags in each package. All charges on packages must be
prepaid.
READ.—SPEAR HEAD possesses more qualities of intrinsic value than any other
plug tobacco produced. It is the sweetest, the toughest, the richest. SPEAR HEAD is
absolutely, positively and distinctively different in flavor from any other plug tobacco.
A trial will convince the most skeptical of this fact. It is the largest seller or any similar
shape and style on earth, which proves that it has caught the popular taste and pleases the
people. Try it, and participate in the contest for prizes. See that a TIN TAG is on every
10 cent piece of SPEAR HEAD you buy. Send in the tags, no matter how small the
quantity.
V ery sincerely,
H
THE P. J. SORG COMPANY, Middletown, Ohio.

A list of the people obtaining these prizes in this county will be published in thia
paper immediately after February 1st, 1894.

DON'T SEND M TAGS Br*ORE JANUARY L !894-
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